DNA,Chromosomes,
and
Genomes
Life depends on the ability of cells to store, retrieve, and translate the genetic
instructions required to make and maintain a living organism. Tl:'is hereditary
information is passed on from a cell to its daughter cells at cell division, and
from one generation of an organism to the next through the organism's reproductive cells. These instructions are stored within every living cell as its genes,
the information-containing elements that determine the characteristics of a
species as a whole and of the individuals within it.
As soon as genetics emerged as a science at the beginning of the twentieth
century, scientists became intrigued by the chemical structure of genes. The
information in genes is copied and transmitted from cell to daughter cell millions of times during the life of a multicellular organism, and it survives the process essentially unchanged.'What form of molecule could be capable of such
accurate and almost unlimited replication and also be able to direct the development of an organism and the daily life of a cell?\A/hatkind of instructions does
the genetic information contain? How can the enormous amount of information
required for the development and maintenance of an organism fit within the
tiny space of a cell?
The answers to several of these questions began to emerge in the 1940s.At
this time, researchers discovered, from studies in simple fungi, that genetic
information consists primarily of instructions for making proteins. Proteins are
the macromolecules that perform most cell functions: they serve as building
blocks for cell structures and form the enzy'rnesthat catalyze the cell's chemical
reactions (Chapter 3), they regulate gene expression (Chapter 7), and they
enable cells to communicate with each other (Chapter 15) and to move (Chapter l6). The properties and functions of a cell are determined largely by the proteins that it is able to make. With hindsight, it is hard to imagine what other type
of instructions the genetic information could have contained.
Painstaking observations of cells and embryos in the late tgth century had
led to the recognition that the hereditary information is carried on chromosomes,threadlike structures in the nucleus of a eucaryotic cell that become visible by light microscopy as the cell begins to divide (Figure 4-l). Later, as biochemical analysisbecame possible, chromosomes were found to consist of both
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and protein. For many decades, the DNA was
thought to be merely a structural element. However, the other crucial advance
made in the 1940swas the identification of DNA as the likely carrier of genetic
information. This breakthrough in our understanding of cells came from studies

Figure4-l Chromosomes
in cells.(A)Two adjacentplantcells
photographed
througha light microscope.
The DNAhasbeenstainedwith
a fluorescent
dye (DAPI)
that bindsto it.The DNAis presentin
chromosomes,
whichbecomevisibleasdistinctstructures
in the light
structures
microscope
onlywhen they becomecompact,sausage-shaped
in preparation
for celldivision,asshownon the left.Thecellon the right,
which is not dividing,containsidenticalchromosomes,
but they cannotbe
clearlydistinguished
in the light microscope
at this phasein the cell'slife
(B)Schematic
cycle,becausethey are in a moreextendedconformation.
diagramof the outlinesof the two cellsalongwith theirchromosomes.
(A,courtesyof PeterShaw.)
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of inheritance in bacteria (Figure 4-2). But as the 1950sbegan, both how proteins could be specified by instructions in the DNA and how this information
might be copied for transmission from cell to cell seemed completely mysterious. The mystery was suddenly solved in 1953,when the structure of DNA was
correctly predicted by Iames Watson and Francis Crick. As outlined in Chapter 1,
the double-helical structure of DNA immediately solved the problem of how the
information in this molecule might be copied, or replicated.It also provided the
first clues as to how a molecule of DNA might use the sequenceof its subunits to
encode the instructions for making proteins. Today, the fact that DNA is the
genetic material is so fundamental to biological thought that it is difficult to
appreciate the enormous intellectual gap that was filled.
In this chapter we begin by describing the structure of DNA. We see how
despite its chemical simplicity, the structure and chemical properties of DNA
make it ideally suited as the raw material of genes.We then consider how the
many proteins in chromosomes arrange and packagethis DNA. The packing has
to be done in an orderly fashion so that the chromosomes can be replicated and
apportioned correctly between the two daughter cells at each cell division. It
must also allow accessto chromosomal DNA for the enzymes that repair it when
it is damaged and for the specialized proteins that direct the expression of its
many genes.We shall also see how the packaging of DNA differs along the length
of each chromosome in eucaryotes,and how it can store a valuable record of the
cell's developmental history.
In the past two decades,there has been a revolution in our ability to determine the exact sequence of subunits in DNA molecules. As a result, we now
know the order of the 3 billion DNA subunits that provide the information for
producing a human adult from a fertilized egg, as well as the DNA sequencesof
thousands of other organisms. Detailed analysesof these sequenceshave provided exciting insights into the process of evolution, and it is with this subject
that the chapter ends.
This is the first of four chapters that deal with basic genetic mechanismsthe ways in which the cell maintains, replicates, expresses,and occasionally
improves the genetic information carried in its DNA. This chapter presents a
broad overview of DNA and how it is packaged into chromosomes. In the following chapter (Chapter 5) we discuss the mechanisms by which the cell accurately replicates and repairs DNA; we also describe how DNA sequencescan be
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Figure 4-2 The first experimental
demonstrationthat DNA is the genetic
material.Theseexperiments,
carriedout
in the 1940s,showedthat addingpurified
DNAto a bacteriumchangedits
propertiesand that this changewas
faithfullypassedon to subsequent
generations.
Two closelyrelatedstrainsof
pneumoniae
the bacteriumStreptococcus
differfrom eachother in both their
appearance
underthe microscope
and
their pathogenicity.
One strainappears
smooth(5)and causesdeathwhen
injectedinto mice,and the otherappears
rough(R)and is nonlethal.(A)An initial
experimentshowsthat a substance
presentin the S straincanchange(or
transform)
the R straininto the S strain
and that this changeis inheritedby
generations
subsequent
of bacteria.
(B)Thisexperiment,
in whichthe R strain
hasbeenincubatedwith variousclasses
of biologicalmoleculespurifiedfrom the
S strain,identifiesthe substance
as DNA.
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rearranged through the process of genetic recombination. Gene expressionthe process through which the information encoded in DNA is interpreted by
the cell to guide the synthesis of proteins-is the main topic of Chapter 6. In
Chapter 7, we describe how this gene expression is controlled by the cell to
ensure that each of the many thousands of proteins and RNA molecules
encrlpted in its DNA are manufactured only at the proper time and place in the
life of the cell.

THESTRUCTURE
ANDFUNCTION
OFDNA
Biologists in the 1940s had difficulty in conceiving how DNA could be the
genetic material because of the apparent simplicity of its chemistry. DNA was
known to be a long poll.rner composed of only four types of subunits, which
resemble one another chemically. Early in the 1950s,DNA was examined by xray diffraction analysis, a technique for determining the three-dimensional
atomic structure of a molecule (discussedin Chapter 8). The early x-ray diffraction results indicated that DNA was composed of two strands of the polymer
wound into a helix. The observation that DNA was double-stranded was of crucial significance and provided one of the major clues that led to the
Watson-Crick model for DNA structure. But onlywhen this model was proposed
in 1953 did DNAs potential for replication and information encoding become
apparent. In this section we examine the structure of the DNA molecule and
explain in general terms how it is able to store hereditary information.

A DNAMoleculeConsists
of TwoComplementary
Chainsof
Nucleotides
A deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule consists of two long polynucleotide
chains composed of four types of nucleotide subunits. Each of these chains is
knornm as a D.ly'Achain, or a DNA strand. Hydrogen bondsbetween the base portions of the nucleotides hold the two chains together (Figure 4-3). As we saw in
Chapter 2 (Panel 2-6, pp. 116-117), nucleotides are composed of a five-carbon
sugar to which are attached one or more phosphate groups and a nitrogen-containing base. In the case of the nucleotides in DNA, the sugar is deoxyribose
attached to a single phosphate group (hence the name deoxyribonucleic acid),
and the base maybe either adenine (A),cytosine(C),guanine (G),or thymine (T).
The nucleotides are covalently linked together in a chain through the sugarsand
phosphates, which thus form a "backbone" of alternating sugar-phosphatesugar-phosphate. Becauseonly the base differs in each of the four types of subunits, each polynucleotide chain in DNA is analogous to a necklace (the backbone) strung with four rypes of beads (the four basesA, C, G, and T). These same
symbols (A, C, G, and T) are also commonly used to denote the four different
nucleotides-that is, the baseswith their attached sugar and phosphate groups.
The way in which the nucleotide subunits are linked together gives a DNA
strand a chemical polarity. If we think of each sugar as a block with a protruding
knob (the 5'phosphate) on one side and a hole (the 3'hydroxyl) on the other (see
Figure 4-3), each completed chain, formed by interlocking knobs with holes, will
have all of its subunits lined up in the same orientation. Moreover, the two ends
of the chain will be easily distinguishable, as one has a hole (the 3'hydroxyl) and
the other a knob (the 5'phosphate) at its terminus. This polarity in a DNA chain
is indicated by referring to one end as tl:'e ! end and the other as the ! end.
The three-dimensional structure of DNA-the double helix-arises from
the chemical and structural features of its two polynucleotide chains. Because
these two chains are held together by hydrogen bonding between the bases on
the different strands, all the bases are on the inside of the double helix, and the
sugar-phosphatebackbones are on the outside (seeFigure 4-3). In each case,
a bulkier two-ring base (a purine; see Panel 2-6, pp. 116-l 17) is paired with a
single-ring base (a pyrimidine); A always pairs with T and G with C (Figure
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Figure4-3 DNA and its building blocks.
<CAGA>DNA is made of four types of
nucleotides,which are linkedcovalently
into a polynucleotide
chain(a DNA
strand)with a sugar-phosphate
backbonefrom which the bases(A,C,G,
andT) extend.A DNAmoleculeis
composedof two DNA strandsheld
together by hydrogenbonds between
the pairedbases.Thearrowheadsatthe
endsofthe DNAstrandsindicatethe
polaritiesof the two strands,which run
antiparallel
to eachother in the DNA
molecule.In the diagramat the bottom
left of the figure,the DNA moleculeis
shown straightenedout; in reality,it is
twistedinto a doublehelix,as shownon
the right.Fordetails,seeFigure4-5.
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4-4). This complementary base-pairlng enables the base pairs to be packed in
the energetically most favorable arrangement in the interior of the double helix.
In this arrangement, each base pair is of similar width, thus holding the sugarphosphate backbones an equal distance apart along the DNA molecule. To maximize the efficiency of base-pair packing, the two sugar-phosphate backbones
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Figure4-5 The DNAdouble helix.
(A)A space-filling
modelof 1.5turnsof the
DNAdoublehelix.Eachturn of DNAis
madeup of 10.4nucleotidepairs,and the
center-to-centerdistancebetween
adjacentnucleotidepairsis 3.4nm.The
coilingof the two strandsaroundeach
other createstwo groovesin the double
helix:the widergrooveis calledthe major
groove,and the smallerthe minorgroove.
(B)A shortsectionof the doublehelix
viewedfrom its side,showingfour base
pairs.The nucleotides
are linkedtogether
bondsthat
covalentlyby phosphodiester
join the 3rhydroxyl(-OH)groupofone
sugarto the 5rhydroxylgroup of the next
strand
sugar.Thus,eachpolynucleotide
hasa chemicalpolarity;that is,itstwo
The5' end of
different.
endsarechemically
the DNApolymeris by conventionoften
illustrated
carryinga phosphategroup,
whilethe 3rend is shownwith a hydroxyl.

(B)

wind around each other to form a double helix, with one complete turn every
ten base pairs (Figure 4-5).
The members of each base pair can fit together within the double helix only
if the two strands of the helix are antiparallel-that
is, only if the polarity of one
strand is oriented opposite to that ofthe other strand (seeFigures 4-3 and 4-4).
A consequence of these base-pairing requirements is that each strand of a DNA
molecule contains a sequence of nucleotides that is exactly complementary to
the nucleotide sequence of its partner strand.

TheStructureof DNAProvides
a Mechanism
for Heredity
Genescarry biological information that must be copied accurately for transmission to the next generation each time a cell divides to form two daughter cells.
TWo central biological questions arise from these requirements: how can the
information for specifying an organism be carried in chemical form, and how is
it accurately copied?The discovery of the structure of the DNA double helix was
a landmark in twentieth-century biology because it immediately suggested
answers to both questions, thereby providing a molecular explanation for the
problem of heredity. We discuss these answers briefly in this section, and we
shall examine them in much more detail in subsequent chapters.
DNA encodes information through the order, or sequence, of the
nucleotides along each strand. Each base-A, C, T or G-can be considered as a
Ietter in a four-letter alphabet that spells out biological messagesin the chemical structure of the DNA. As we saw in Chapter 1, organisms differ from one
another because their respective DNA molecules have different nucleotide
sequencesand, consequently,carry different biological messages.But how is the
nucleotide alphabet used to make messages,and what do they spell out?
As discussed above, it was known well before the structure of DNA was
determined that genes contain the instructions for producing proteins. The
DNA messagesmust therefore somehow encode proteins (Figure 4-6). This relationship immediately makes the problem easier to understand. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the properties of a protein, which are responsible for its biological
function, are determined by its three-dimensional structure. This structure is
determined in turn by the linear sequenceof the amino acids of which it is composed. The linear sequence of nucleotides in a gene must therefore somehow
spell out the linear sequence of amino acids in a protein. The exact correspondence between the four-letter nucleotide alphabet of DNA and the twenty-letter
amino acid alphabet of proteins-the genetic code-is not obvious from the
DNA structure, and it took over a decade after the discoverv of the double helix
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before it was worked out. In Chapter 6 we will describe this code in detail in the
course of elaborating the process,knoltm as geneexpresslon,through which a cell
converts the nucleotide sequence of a gene first into the nucleotide sequenceof
an RNA molecule, and then into the amino acid sequenceof a protein.
The complete set of information in an organism'sDNA is called its genorne,
and it carries the information for all the proteins and RNA molecules that the
organism will ever synthesize. (The term genome is also used to describe the
DNA that carries this information.) The amount of information contained in
genomes is staggering: for example, a typical human diploid cell contains 2
meters of DNA double helix. Written out in the four-letter nucleotide alphabet,
the nucleotide sequence of a very small human gene occupies a quarter of a
page of text (Figure 4-7), while the complete sequence of nucleotides in the
human genome would fill more than a thousand books the size of this one. In
addition to other critical information, it carries the instructions for roughly
24,000distinct proteins.
At each cell division, the cell must copy its genome to pass it to both daughter cells. The discovery of the structure of DNA also revealed the principle that
makes this copying possible: because each strand of DNA contains a sequence
of nucleotides that is exactly complementary to the nucleotide sequence of its
partner strand, each strand can act as a template, or mold, for the synthesis of a
new complementary strand. In other words, if we designate the two DNA
strands as S and S', strand S can serve as a template for making a new strand S',
while strand S' can serve as a template for making a new strand S (Figure 4-8).
Thus, the genetic information in DNA can be accurately copied by the beautifully simple process in which strand S separatesfrom strand S', and each separated strand then servesas a template for the production of a new complementary partner strand that is identical to its former partner.
The ability of each strand of a DNA molecule to act as a template for producing a complementary strand enables a cell to copy, or replicate,its genome
before passing it on to its descendants.In the next chapter we shall describe the
elegant machinery the cell uses to perform this enormous task.
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In Eucaryotes,
DNAls Enclosed
in a CellNucleus
As described in Chapter l, nearly all the DNA in a eucaryotic cell is sequestered
in a nucleus, which in many cells occupies about l0% of the total cell volume.
This compartment is delimited by a nuclear enuelopeformed by two concentric
lipid bilayer membranes (Figure 4-9). These membranes are punctured at intervals by large nuclear pores, which transport molecules between the nucleus and
the cytosol. The nuclear envelope is directly connected to the extensive membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum, which extend out from it into the cytoplasm. And it is mechanically supported by a network of intermediate filaments
called the nuclear lamina, which forms a thin sheetlike meshwork just beneath
the inner nuclear membrane (seeFigure 4-98).
The nuclear envelope allows the many proteins that act on DNA to be concentrated where they are needed in the cell, and, as we see in subsequent
Figure4-7 The nucleotidesequenceof the human p-globingene.By
convention,
a nucleotidesequenceis writtenfrom its 5'end to its
3'end, and it shouldbe readfrom left to right in successive
linesdown the
pageasthough it werenormalEnglishtext.Thisgenecarriesthe
informationfor the aminoacidsequenceof one of the two typesof
subunitsof the hemoglobinmolecule,
the proteinthat carriesoxygenin
the blood.A differentgene,the a-globingene,carriesthe informationfor
the othertype of hemoglobinsubunit(a hemoglobinmoleculehasfour
subunits,
two of eachtype).Onlyone of the two strandsof the DNAdouble
helixcontainingthe B-globingeneis shown;the otherstrandhasthe exact
complementary
sequence.
The DNAsequences
highlightedin yellowshow
the threeregionsof the genethat specifythe aminoacidsequence
for the
B-globinprotein.We shallseein Chapter6 how the cellsplicesthesethree
sequences
togetherat the levelof messenger
RNAin orderto synthesize
a
full-lenqthB-qlobinprotein.
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Figure4-8 DNA as a template for its
own duplication.As the nucleotideA
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successfully
C,eachstrandof DNAcan act asa
templateto specifythe sequenceof
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chapters, it also keeps nuclear and cytosolic enzymes separate,a feature that is
crucial for the proper functioning of eucaryotic cells. Compartmentalization, of
which the nucleus is an example, is an important principle of biology; it serves
to establish an environment in which biochemical reactions are facilitated by
the high concentration of both substrates and the enzymes that act on them.
Compartmentalization also prevents enzymes needed in one part of the cell
from interfering with the orderly biochemical pathways in another.

Su m m a r y
Genetic information is caruied in the linear sequenceof nucleotides in DNA. Each
molecule of DNA is a double helix formed from two complementery strands of
nucleotidesheld togetherby hydrogen bonds betweenG-C and A-T basepairs. Dultlication of the geneticinformation occursby the useof one DNA strand as a templatefor
theformation of a complementarystrand. Thegeneticinformation storedin an organism's DNA contains the instructionsfor all the proteins the organism will euersynthesize and is said to comprise its genome.In eucaryotes,DNA is contained in the cell
nucleus,a largemembrane-boundcompartment.
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Figure4-9 A cross-sectional
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drawing,showingthat the nuclearenvelopeconsistsof two membranes,
one beingcontinuouswith the endoplasmic
reticulummembrane(seealsoFigure12-8).The spaceinsidethe endoplasmic
The lipid
reticulum(theERlumen)is coloredyel/or4t
it is continuouswith the spacebetweenthe two nuclearmembranes.
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later.
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condensedregionsof DNAthat will be discussed
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CHROMOSOMAL
DNAAND ITSPACKAGING
INTHE
CHROMATIN
FIBER
The most important function of DNA is to carry genes, the information that
specifies all the proteins and RNA molecules that make up an organismincluding information about when, in what types of cells, and in what quantity
each protein is to be made. The genomes of eucaryotesare divided up into chromosomes, and in this section we see how genes are typically arranged on each
chromosome. In addition, we describe the specialized DNA sequencesthat are
required for a chromosome to be accurately duplicated and passedon from one
generation to the next.
We also confront the serious challenge of DNA packaging. If the double
helices comprising all 46 chromosomes in a human cell could be laid end-toend, they would reach approKimately 2 meters; yet the nucleus, which contains
the DNA, is only about 6 pm in diameter. This is geometrically equivalent to
packing 40 km (24 miles) of extremely fine thread into a tennis ball! The complex
task of packaging DNA is accomplished by specializedproteins that bind to and
fold the DNA, generating a series of coils and loops that provide increasingly
higher levels of organization, preventing the DNA from becoming an unmanageable tangle. Amazingly, although the DNA is very tightly folded, it is compacted in
a way that keeps it available to the many enz).rnes in the cell that replicate it,
repair it, and use its genesto produce RNA molecules and proteins.

Eucaryotic
DNAls Packaged
into a Setof Chromosomes
In eucaryotes,the DNA in the nucleus is divided between a set of different chromosomes. For example, the human genome-approximately 3.2 x 10e
nucleotides-is distributed over 24 different chromosomes. Each chromosome
consists of a single, enormously long linear DNA molecule associatedwith proteins that fold and pack the fine DNA thread into a more compact structure. The
complex of DNA and protein is called chromatin (from the Greek chroma,
"color," because of its staining properties). In addition to the proteins involved
in packaging the DNA, chromosomes are also associated with many proteins
and RNA molecules required for the processesof gene expression,DNA replication, and DNA repair.
Bacteria carry their genes on a single DNA molecule, which is often circular
(see Figure 1-29). This DNA is associatedwith proteins that package and condense the DNA, but they are different from the proteins that perform these functions in eucaryotes.Although often called the bacterial "chromosome," it does
not have the same structure as eucaryotic chromosomes, and less is knoltm
about how the bacterial DNA is packaged.Therefore, our discussion of chromosome structure will focus almost entirely on eucaryotic chromosomes.
With the exception of the germ cells (discussed in Chapter 2l) and a few
highly specialized cell types that cannot multiply and lack DNA altogether (for
example, red blood cells),each human cell contains two copies of each chromosome, one inherited from the mother and one from the father. The maternal and
paternal chromosomes of a pair are called homologous chromosomes
(homologs). The only nonhomologous chromosome pairs are the sex chromosomes in males, where a Y chromosome is inherited from the father and an X
chromosomefrom the mother. Thus, each human cell contains a total of 46 chromosomes-22 pairs common to both males and females, plus two so-called sex
chromosomes (X and Y in males, two Xs in females). DNA hybridization is a technique in which a labeled nucleic acid strand servesas a "probe" that localizes a
complementary strand, as will be described in detail in Chapter B. This technique can be used to distinguish these human chromosomes by "painting" each
one a different color (Figure 4-f0). Chromosome painting is typically done at
the stagein the cell cycle called mitosis, when chromosomes are especiallycompacted and easy to visualize (seebelow).
Another more traditional way to distinguish one chromosome from another

CHROMOSOMAL
DNAAND ITSPACKAGING
FIBER
IN THECHROMATIN

(A)

(B)

-r^

along each mitotic chromosome (Figure 4-f l). The structural bases for these
banding patterns are not well understood. Nevertheless,the pattern of bands on
each type of chromosome is unique, and it is these patterns that initially allowed
each human chromosome to be identified and numbered.
The display of the 46 human chromosomes at mitosis is called the human
karyotype. If parts of chromosomes are lost or are switched between chromosomes, these changes can be detected by changes in the banding patterns or by
changes in the pattern of chromosome painting (Figure 4-12). Cytogeneticists
use these alterations to detect chromosome abnormalities that are associated
with inherited defects, as well as to characterize cancers that are associated with
specific chromosome rearrangementsin somatic cells (discussedin Chapter 20).
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Figure4-10 The completeset of human
from
chromosomes.Thesechromosomes,
a male,wereisolatedfrom a cell
and
undergoingnucleardivision(mitosis)
arethereforehighlycompacted.Each
chromosomehasbeen"painted"a
differentcolorto permitits unambiguous
identification
underthe light microscope.
paintingis performedby
Chromosome
to a collection
exposingthe chromosomes
that havebeen
of humanDNAmolecules
coupledto a combinationof fluorescent
derived
dyes.Forexample,DNAmolecules
from chromosome1 arelabeledwith one
specificdye combination,those from
chromosome2 with another,and so on.
Because
the labeledDNAcanform base
pairs,or hybridize,
only to the
chromosomefrom which it was derived
(discussed
in Chapter8),each
chromosomeis differentlylabeled.For
the chromosomes
are
suchexperiments,
subjectedto treatmentsthat separatethe
DNAinto individualstrands,
double-helical
with the
designedto permitbase-pairing
labeledDNAwhile
single-stranded
keepingthe chromosomestructure
relativelyintact.(A)Thechromosomes
visualized
asthey originallyspilledfrom
the lysedcell.(B)Thesamechromosomes
linedup in their numericalorder.
artificially
Thisarrangement
of the full chromosome
(FromE.Schrock
set is calleda karyotype.
With
et al..Science273:494-497,1996.
permissionfrom AAAS.)

Figure4-1 1 The bandingpatternsof
Chromosomes
human chromosomes.
order
1-22 arenumberedin approximate
of size.A typicalhumansomatic(nongerm-line)cellcontainstwo of eachof
plustwo sex
thesechromosomes,
in a
chromosomes-twoX chromosomes
female,one X and oneY chromosomein a
usedto make
male.The chromosomes
thesemapswerestainedat an earlystage
are
in mitosis,when the chromosomes
incompletelycompacted.The horizontol
redline representsthe positionof the
centromere(seeFigure4-21),which
appearsas a constrictionon mitotic
The red knobson
chromosomes.
c h r o m o s o m e1s3 , ' l 4 ,1 5 , 2 1, a n d 2 2
indicatethe positionsof genesthat code
in
for the largeribosomalRNAs(discussed
Chapter6).Thesepatternsareobtainedby
with Giemsastain,
stainingchromosomes
and they can be observedunderthe light
(Formicrographs,
seeFigure
microscope.
21-1 8; adaptedfrom U. Franke
, Cytogenet.
1981.With
CellGenet.31:24-32,
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bands,asa copyof part of chromosome4 that had becomeattachedto
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pairs,"painted"redfor chromosome4 DNA and bluefor chromosome12
DNA.Thetwo techniquesgive riseto the sameconclusionregardingthe
natureof the aberrantchromosome12,but chromosomeoainting
providesbetterresolution,
allowingthe clearidentification
of evenshort
piecesof chromosomes
that havebecometranslocated.
However,
Giemsa
stainingis easierto perform.(Adaptedfrom E.Schrocket al.,Sclence
273:494-497,1996.With permissionf rom AAA5.)

Chromosomes
ContainLongStringsof Genes
Chromosomes carry genes-the functional units of heredity. A gene is usually
defined as a segment of DNA that contains the instructions for making a particular protein (or a set of closely related proteins). Although this definition holds
for the majority of genes, several percent of genes produce an RNA molecule,
instead of a protein, as their final product. Like proteins, these RNA molecules
perform a diverse set of structural and catalltic functions in the cell, and we discuss them in detail in subsequent chapters.
As might be expected, some correlation exists between the complexity of an
organism and the number of genes in its genome (see Table l-1, p. 1B). For
example, some simple bacteria have only 500 genes, compared to about 25,000
for humans. Bacteria and some single-celled eucaryotes, such as yeast, have
especially concise genomes; the complete nucleotide sequence of their
genomes reveals that the DNA molecules that make up their chromosomes are
little more than strings of closely packed genes (Figure 4-13). However, chromosomes from many eucaryotes (including humans) contain, in addition to
genes, a large excessof interspersed DNA that does not seem to carry critical
information. Sometimes called "junk DNA' to signify that its usefulness to the
cell has not been demonstrated, the particular nucleotide sequence of most of
this DNA may not be important. However, some of this DNA is crucial for the
proper expression of certain genes,as we discuss elsewhere.
Becauseof differences in the amount of DNA interspersed between genes,
genome sizes can vary widely (see Figure l-37). For example, the human
genome is 200 times larger than that of the yeast S. cereuisiae,but 30 times
smaller than that of some plants and amphibians and 200 times smaller than
that of a species of amoeba. Moreover, because of differences in the amount of
excessDNA, the genomes of similar organisms (bony fish, for example) can vary
severalhundredfold in their DNA content, even though they contain roughly the
same number of genes.\.Vhateverthe excessDNA may do, it seems clear that it
is not a great handicap for a eucaryotic cell to carry a large amount of it.
How the genome is divided into chromosomes also differs from one eucaryotic species to the next. For example, compared with 46 for humans, somatic
cells from a speciesof small deer contain only 6 chromosomes, while those from
a species of carp contain over 100. Even ciosely related species with similar
genome sizes can have very different numbers and sizes of chromosomes (Figure 4-14). Thus, there is no simple relationship between chromosome number,
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Figure4-1 3 The arrangementof genes
in the genome o'fS,cerevisiae.
S.cerevisiae
is a budding yeastwidely
usedfor brewingand baking.The
genomeof this yeastcellis distributed
over 16 chromosomes.
A smallregionof
one chromosomehasbeenarbitrarily
selectedto showthe high densityof
genescharacteristic
of this species.
As
indicatedby the light redshading,some
genesare transcribedfrom the lower
strand,whileothersaretranscribed
from
the upperstrand.Thereareabout
6300genesin the completegenome,
whichcontainssomewhatmorethan
12 millionnucleotidepairs.(Forthe
closelypackedgenesof a bacterium
whosegenomeis 4.6millionnucleotides
long,seeFigure1-29).
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A major obstacle in interpreting the nucleotide sequences of human chromosomes is the fact that much of the sequence is probably unimportant. Moreover, the coding regions of the genome (the exons) are typically found in short
segments (average size about 145 nucleotide pairs) floating in a sea of DNA
whose exact nucleotide sequence is of little consequence. This arrangement
makes it very difficult to identify all the exons in a stretch of DNA sequence.
Even harder is the determination of where a gene begins and ends and exactly
how many exons it spans.
Accurate gene identification requires approaches that extract information
from the inherently low signal-to-noise ratio of the human genome. We shall
describe some of them in Chapter 8. Here we discussonly one general approach,
which is based on the observation that sequencesthat have a function are relatively conserved during evolution, whereas those without a function are free to
mutate randomly. The strategy is therefore to compare the human sequence
with that of the corresponding regions of a related genome, such as that of the
mouse. Humans and mice are thought to have diverged from a common mammalian ancestor about 80 x 106years ago,which is long enough for the majority
of nucleotides in their genomes to have been changed by random mutational
events.Consequently,the only regions that will have remained closely similar in
the two genomes are those in which mutations would have impaired function
and put the animals carrying them at a disadvantage, resulting in their elimination from the population by natural selection. Such closely similar regions are
known as conserued regions. The conserved regions include both functionally
important exons and regulatory DNA sequences. In contrast, nonconserued
regionsrepresent DNA whose sequenceis unlikely to be critical for function.
The power of this method can be increased by comparing our genome with
the genomes of additional animals whose genomes have been completely
sequenced,including the rat, chicken, chimpanzee, and dog. By revealing in this
way the results of a very long natural "experiment," lasting for hundreds of millions of years, such comparative DNA sequencing studies have highlighted the
most interesting regions in these genomes.The comparisons reveal that roughly
5% of the human genome consists of "multi-species conserved sequences,"as
discussed in detail near the end of this chapter. Unexpectedly, only about onethird of these sequences code for proteins. Some of the conserved noncoding
sequences correspond to clusters of protein-binding sites that are involved in
gene regulation, while others produce RNA molecules that are not translated
into protein. But the function of the majority of these sequences remains
unknor.tm. This unexpected discovery has led scientists to conclude that we
understand much less about the cell biology of vertebrates than we had previously imagined. Certainly, there are enormous opportunities for new discoveries, and we should expect many surprises ahead.
Comparative studies have revealed not only that humans and other mammals
share most of the same genes,but also that large blocks of our genomes contain
these genes in the same order, a feature calIed conseruedsynteny.As a result, Iarge
blocks of our chromosomes can be recognized in other species. This allows the
chromosome painting technique to be used to reconstruct the recent evolutionarv historv of human chromosomes (Fieure 4-18).

Figure 4-17 Representationof the
nucleotidesequencecontent of the
completelysequencedhuman genome.
retroviral-like
elements,
The LlNEs,
SlNEs,
aremobile
and DNA-onlytransposons
geneticelementsthat havemultipliedin
themselves
our genomeby replicating
and insertingthe new copiesin different
positions.
Thesemobilegeneticelements
in Chapter5 (seeTable5-3,
arediscussed
p. 318).Simplesequencerepeatsare
(lessthan 14
shortnucleotidesequences
nucleotidepairs)that arerepeatedagain
Segmental
and againfor long stretches.
arelargeblocksof the
duplications
genome(1000-200,000
nucleotidepairs)
that are presentat two or more locations
in the genome.The most highlyrepeated
have
blocksof DNAin heterochromatin
not yet been completelysequenced;
of human DNA
thereforeabout 10olo
in this
arenot represented
sequences
diagram.(Datacourtesyof
E.Margulies.)
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ChromosomesExistin DifferentStatesThroughout the Life of a Cell

Figure4-18 A proposedevolutionary
historyof human chromosome3 and its
relativesin other mammals.(A)The
orderof chromosome3 segments
hypothesized
to be presenton a
chromosomeof a mammalianancestoris
shown$rellowbox).The minimum
changesin this ancestral
chromosome
necessary
to accountfor the appearance
of eachof the threemodern
(The
chromosomes
areindicated.
present-day
chromosomes
of humans
and Africanapesareidenticalat this
resolution.)
The smallcirclesdepicted in
the modernchromosomes
reoresent
the
positionsof centromeres.
A fissionand
inversion
that leadsto a changein
chromosomeorganization
is thoughtto
occuronceevery5-10 x 106yearsin
mammals.(B)Someof the chromosome
paintingexperiments
that led to the
diagramin (A).Eachimageshowsthe
chromosomemostcloselyrelatedto
humanchromosome3, paintedgreenby
hybridization
with differentsegmentsof
DNA,lettereda, b, c, and d alongthe
bottom of the figure.Theseletters
correspondto the coloredsegmentsof
the diagramsin (A),as indicatedon the
(From5. MLilleret
ancestral
chromosome.
al.,Proc.NatlAcad.Sci.U.5.A.97:206-211,
2000.With permission
from National
Academyof Sciences.)

We have seen how genesare arranged in chromosomes, but to form a functional
chromosome, a DNA molecule must be able to do more than simply carry genes:
it must be able to replicate, and the replicated copies must be separatedand reliably partitioned into daughter cells at each cell division. This process occurs
through an ordered series of stages,collectively known as the cell cycle, which
provides for a temporal separation between the duplication of chromosomes
and their segregation into two daughter cells. The cell cycle is briefly summarized in Figure 4-19, and it is discussed in detail in Chapter 17. Only certain
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Figure4-19 A simplifiedview of the eucaryoticcellcycle,Duringinterphase,
the cellis activelyexpressing
its genesano
is thereforesynthesizing
proteins.
Also,duringinterphase
and beforecelldivision,the DNAis replicated
and each
chromosomeis duplicatedto producetwo closelypaireddaughterchromosomes
(a cellwith onlytwo chromosomes
is
illustrated
here).OnceDNAreplication
is complete,the cellcan enterM phase,when mitosisoccursand the nucleusis
dividedinto two daughternuclei.Duringthis stage,the chromosomes
condense,
the nuclearenvelopebreaksdown,and
the mitoticspindleformsfrom microtubules
and other proteins.
Thecondensedmitoticchromosomes
arecapturedby the
mitoticspindle,and one completesetof chromosomes
is then pulledto eachend of the cellby separating
eachdaughter
chromosomepair.A nuclearenvelopere-formsaroundeachchromosomeset,and in the finalstepof M phase,the cell
dividesto producetwo daughtercells,Mostof the time in the cellcycleis spentin interphase;
M phaseis briefin
comparison,
occupyingonly aboutan hour in manymammaliancells.
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Figure4-20 A comparisonof extended
interphasechromatinwith the
chromatin in a mitotic chromosome.
(A)A scanningelectronmicrographof a
mitoticchromosome:
a condensed
duolicatedchromosomein whichthe
arestilllinked
two new chromosomes
together(seeFigure4-21).The
regionindicatesthe position
constricted
describedin Figure
of the centromere,
4-21.(B)An electronmicrograph
showingan enormoustangleof
chromatinspillingout of a lysed
interphasenucleus.Note the differencein
scales.(A,courtesyof TerryD. Allen;
B,courtesyof VictoriaFoe.)
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parts of the cycle concern us in this chapter. During interphase chromosomes
are replicated, and during mitosis they become highly condensed and then are
separated and distributed to the two daughter nuclei. The highly condensed
chromosomes in a dividing cell are knorm as mitotic chromosomes (Figure
4-2OA).This is the form in which chromosomes are most easily visualized; in
fact, the images of chromosomes shor,rmso far in the chapter are of chromosomes in mitosis. During cell division, this condensed state is important for the
accurate separation of the duplicated chromosomes by the mitotic spindle, as
discussedin Chapter 17.
During the portions of the cell cycle when the cell is not dividing, the chromosomes are extended and much of their chromatin exists as long, thin tangled
threads in the nucleus so that individual chromosomes cannot be easily distinguished (Figure 4-208).We shall refer to chromosomes in this extended state as
interphasechromosomes.Since cells spend most of their time in interphase, and
this is where their genetic information is being read out, chromosomes are of
greatestinterest to cell biologists when they are least visible.

EachDNAMoleculeThatFormsa LinearChromosome
Must
Containa Centromere,
Origins
TwoTelomeres,
and Replication
A chromosome operates as a distinct structural unit: for a copy to be passed on
to each daughter cell at division, each chromosome must be able to replicate,
and the newly replicated copies must subsequently be separated and partitioned correctly into the two daughter cells.These basic functions are controlled
by three types of specialized nucleotide sequencesin the DNA, each of which
binds specific proteins that guide the machinery that replicates and segregates
chromosomes (Figure 4-21) .
Experiments in yeasts, whose chromosomes are relatively small and easy to
manipulate, have identified the minimal DNA sequence elements responsible
for each of these functions. One type of nucleotide sequenceacts as a DNA replication origin, the location at which duplication of the DNA begins. Eucaryotic
chromosomes contain many origins of replication to ensure that the entire chromosome can be replicated rapidly, as discussedin detail in Chapter 5.
After replication, the two daughter chromosomes remain attached to one
another and, as the cell cycle proceeds, are condensed further to produce
mitotic chromosomes. The presence of a second specialized DNA sequence,
called a centromere, allows one copy of each duplicated and condensed chromosome to be pulled into each daughter cell when a cell divides. A protein
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complex called a kinetochore forms at the centromere and attaches the duplicated chromosomes to the mitotic spindle, allowing them to be pulled apart
(discussedin Chapter I7).
The third specializedDNA sequenceforms telomeres, the ends of a chromosome. Telomerescontain repeated nucleotide sequencesthat enable the ends of
chromosomes to be efficiently replicated. Telomeresalso perform another function: the repeated telomere DNA sequences,together with the regions adjoining
them, form structures that protect the end of the chromosome from being mistaken by the cell for a broken DNA molecule in need of repair. We discuss both
this type of repair and the structure and function of telomeres in Chapter 5.
In yeast cells, the three types of sequencesrequired to propagate a chromosome are relatively short (typically less than 1000base pairs each) and therefore
use only a tiny fraction of the information-carrying capacity of a chromosome.
Although telomere sequencesare fairly simple and short in all eucaryotes, the
DNA sequencesthat form centromeres and replication origins in more complex
organisms are much longer than their yeast counterparts. For example, experiments suggestthat human centromeres contain up to 100,000nucleotide pairs
and may not require a stretch of DNA with a defined nucleotide sequence.
Instead, as we shall discuss later in this chapter, they seem to consist of a large,
regularly repeating protein-nucleic acid structure that can be inherited when a
chromosome replicates.

DNAMolecules
AreHighlyCondensed
in Chromosomes
All eucaryotic organisms have special ways of packaging DNA into chromosomes. For example, if the 48 million nucleotide pairs of DNA in human chromosome 22 could be laid out as one long perfect double helix, the molecule
would extend for about 1.5 cm if stretched out end to end. But chromos ome 22
measures only about 2 pm in length in mitosis (seeFigures 4-10 and 4-ll), representing an end-to-end compaction ratio of nearly 10,000-fold.This remarkable feat of compression is performed by proteins that successivelycoil and fold
the DNA into higher and higher levels of organization. Although much less condensed than mitotic chromosomes, the DNA of human interphase chromosomes is still tightly packed, with an overall compaction ratio of approximately
500-fold (the length of a chromosome's DNA helix divided by the end-to-end
length of that chromosome).
In reading these sections it is important to keep in mind that chromosome
structure is dynamic. We have seen that each chromosome condenses to an
unusual degree in the M phase of the cell cycle. Much less visible, but of enormous interest and importance, specific regions of interphase chromosomes

Figure4-21 The three DNAsequences
requiredto producea eucaryotic
chromosomethat can be replicatedand
then segregatedat mitosis.Each
chromosomehasmultipleoriginsof
replication,
one centromere,
and two
telomeres.Shownhere is the seouenceof
eventsthat a typicalchromosome
follows
duringthe cellcycle.The DNAreplicates
in interphase,
beginningat the originsof
replication
and proceeding
bidirectionally
from the originsacrossthe
chromosome.
In M phase,the centromere
attachesthe duplicatedchromosomes
to
the mitoticspindleso that one copyis
distributedto eachdaughtercellduring
mitosis.
Thecentromerealsohelpsto
hold the duplicatedchromosomes
togetheruntilthey arereadyto be
movedapart.The telomeresform special
caosat eachchromosomeend.
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decondense as the cells gain access to specific DNA sequences for gene
expression, DNA repair, and replication-and then recondense when these
processesare completed. The packaging of chromosomes is therefore accomplished in a way that allows rapid localized, on-demand accessto the DNA. In
the next sections we discuss the specialized proteins that make this type of
packagingpossible.

Nucleosomes
Area BasicUnitof Eucaryotic
Chromosome
Structure
The proteins that bind to the DNA to form eucaryotic chromosomes are traditionally divided into two general classes:the histones and the nonhistone chromosomal proteins.The complex of both classesof protein with the nuclear DNA
of eucaryotic cells is knor,rmas chromatin. Histones are present in such enormous quantities in the cell (about 60 million molecules of each t)?e per human
cell) that their total mass in chromatin is about equal to that of the DNA.
Histones are responsible for the first and most basic level of chromosome
packing, the nucleosome, a protein-DNA complex discovered in 1974.\Mhen
interphase nuclei are broken open very gently and their contents examined
under the electron microscope, most of the chromatin is in the form of a fiber
with a diameter of about 30 nm (Figure 4-22A).If this chromatin is subjected to
treatments that cause it to unfold partially, it can be seen under the electron
microscope as a series of "beads on a string" (Figure 4-228). The string is DNA,
and each bead is a "nucleosome core particle" that consists of DNA wound
around a protein core formed from histones. <ACTC>
The structural organization of nucleosomes was determined after first isolating them from unfolded chromatin by digestion with particular enzymes
(called nucleases) that break dor,rmDNA by cutting between the nucleosomes.
After digestion for a short period, the exposed DNA between the nucleosome
core particles, the linker Dl/A, is degraded. Each individual nucleosome core
particle consists of a complex of eight histone proteins-two molecules each of
histones H2A, HzB, H3, and H4-and double-stranded DNA that is 147
nucleotide pairs long. The histone octamer forms a protein core around which
the double-stranded DNA is wound (Figure 4-23).
Each nucleosome core particle is separated from the next by a region of
linker DNA, which can vary in length from a few nucleotide pairs up to about 80.
(The term nucleosometechnically refers to a nucleosome core particle plus one
of its adjacent DNA linkers, but it is often used synonymously with nucleosome
core particle.) On average,therefore, nucleosomes repeat at intervals of about
200 nucleotide pairs. For example, a diploid human cell with 6.4 x 10enucleotide
pairs contains approximately 30 million nucleosomes.The formation of nucleosomes converts a DNA molecule into a chromatin thread about one-third of its
initial length.

(A)

Figure 4-22 Nucleosomesas seenin the
electron microscope,(A)Chromatin
isolateddirectlyfrom an interphase
nucleusappearsin the electron
microscooe
asa thread30 nm thick.
(B)Thiselectronmicrographshowsa
lengthof chromatinthat hasbeen
or
unpacked,
experimentally
afterisolationto showthe
decondensed,
(A,courtesyof Barbara
nucleosomes.
Hamkalo;B,courtesyof VictoriaFoe.)
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Figure4-23 Structuralorganizationof the nucleosome.
A nucleosome
containsa proteincoremadeof eight histonemolecules.
In biochemical
experiments,
the nucleosome
coreparticlecan be released
from isolated
chromatinby digestionof the linkerDNAwith a nuclease,
an enzymethat
breaksdown DNA,(Thenuclease
candegradethe exposedlinkerDNAbut
cannotattackthe DNAwound tightlyaroundthe nucleosome
core.)After
dissociation
of the isolatednucleosome
into its proteincoreand DNA,the
lengthof the DNAthat waswound aroundthe corecan be determined.
Thislengthof 147nucleotidepairsis sufficientto wrap 1.7 timesaround
the histonecore.
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TheStructureof the Nucleosome
CoreParticleReveals
How DNA
ls Packaged
The high-resolution structure of a nucleosome core particle, solved in 1997,
revealed a disc-shaped histone core around which the DNAwas tightlywrapped
1.7 turns in a left-handed coil (Figure 4-24). All four of the histones that make
up the core of the nucleosome are relatively small proteins (102-135 amino
acids), and they share a structural motif, known asthe histonefold,formed from
three cr helices connected by two loops (Figure 4-25).In assembling a nucleosome, the histone folds first bind to each other to form H3-H4 and H2A-H2B
dimers, and the H3-H4 dimers combine to form tetramers. An H3-H4 tetramer
then further combines with two HZA-H2B dimers to form the compact octamer
core, around which the DNA is wound (Figure 4-26).
The interface between DNA and histone is extensive: 142 hydrogen bonds
are formed between DNA and the histone core in each nucleosome. Nearly half
of these bonds form between the amino acid backbone of the histones and the
phosphodiester backbone of the DNA. Numerous hydrophobic interactions and
salt linkages also hold DNA and protein together in the nucleosome. For example, more than one-fifth of the amino acids in each of the core histones are either
lysine or arginine (two amino acids with basic side chains), and their positive
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Figure4-24 The structureof a nucleosome
core particle,as determined by x-ray
diffraction analysesof crystals.Each
histoneis coloredaccordingto the scheme
in Figure4-23,with the DNAdoublehelixin
light gray.(From K. Luger et al.,Nature
389:251-260,1997.With permissionfrom
MacmillanPublishers
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Figure4-25 The overallstructuralorganizationof the core histones.
(A)Eachof the corehistonescontainsan N-terminal
tail,which is subjectto
severalformsof covalentmodification,
and a histonefold region,as
(B)Thestructureof the histonefold,whichis formedby allfour
indicated.
(C)Histones24 and 28 form a dimerthroughan
of the corehistones.
interactionknownasthe "handshakei'Histones
H3 and H4 form a dimer
throughthe sametype of interaction.

charges can effectively neutralize the negatively charged DNA backbone. These
numerous interactions explain in part why DNA of virtually any sequencecan be
bound on a histone octamer core. The path of the DNA around the histone core
is not smooth; rather, several kinks are seen in the DNA, as expected from the
nonuniform surface of the core.The bending requires a substantial compression
of the minor groove of the DNA helix. Certain dinucleotides in the minor groove
are especiallyeasyto compress,and some nucleotide sequencesbind the nucleosome more tightly than others (Figure 4-27). This probably explains some
striking, but unusual, casesof very precise positioning of nucleosomes along a
stretch of DNA. For most of the DNA sequencesfound in chromosomes, however, the sequence preference of nucleosomes must be small enough to allow
other factors to dominate, inasmuch as nucleosomes can occupy any one of a
number of positions relative to the DNA sequence in most chromosomal
regions.
In addition to its histone fold, each of the core histones has an N-terminal
amino acid "tail", which extends out from the DNA-histone core (see Figure
4-26). These histone tails are subject to several different types of covalent modifications that in turn control critical aspects of chromatin structure and function, as we shall discuss shortly.
As a reflection of their fundamental role in DNA function through controlling chromatin structure, the histones are among the most highly conserved
eucaryotic proteins. For example, the amino acid sequenceof histone H4 from a
pea and from a cow differ at only 2 of the 102 positions. This strong evolutionary
conservation suggeststhat the functions of histones involve nearly all of their
amino acids, so that a change in any position is deleterious to the cell. This suggestion has been tested directly in yeast cells, in which it is possible to mutate a
given histone gene in uitro andintroduce it into the yeast genome in place of the
normal gene. As might be expected, most changes in histone sequences are
lethal; the few that are not lethal cause changes in the normal pattern of gene
expression,as well as other abnormalities.
Despite the high conservation of the core histones, eucaryotic organisms
also produce smaller amounts of specializedvariant core histones that differ in
amino acid sequence from the main ones. As we shall see,these variants, combined with a surprisingly large variety of covalent modifications that can be
added to the histones in nucleosomes, make possible the many different chromatin structures that are required for DNA function in higher eucaryotes.
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Figure4-26 The assemblyof a histone
octamer on DNA.The histoneH3-H4
dimerand the H2A-H2Bdimerare
formed from the handshakeinteraction.
An H3-H4tetramerformsand bindsto
the DNA.Two H2A-H2Bdimersarethen
added,to completethe nucleosome.
The
histonesarecoloredas in Figures4-24
and4-25. Notethat all eight N-terminal
tailsof the histonesprotrudefrom the
disc-shaped
corestructure.
Their
conformations
arehighlyflexible.
lnsidethe cell,the nucleosome
assemblyreactions
shownhereare
mediatedby histonechaperoneproteins,
some specificfor H3-H4 and others
specificfor H2A-H28.(Adaptedfrom
figuresby J.Waterborg.)
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I
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(minor groove outside)
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( m i n o rg r o o v ei n s i d e )
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D N Ao f
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Figure4-27 The bending of DNA in a
nucleosome.
The DNAhelixmakes
1.7tight turnsaroundthe histone
octamer.This
diagramillustrates
how the
minorgrooveis compressed
on the
insideof the turn.Owingto certain
structural
featuresof the DNAmolecule,
the indicateddinucleotides
are
preferentially
accommodated
in sucha
narrowminorgroove,which helpsto
explainwhy certainDNAsequences
will
bind moretightlythan othersto the
nucleosomecore.
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Figure4-28 Dynamicnucleosomes.
showthat the DNA
Kineticmeasurements
is surprisingly
in an isolatednucleosome
dynamic,rapidlyuncoilingand then
core.
rewrappingaroundits nucleosome
As indicated,
this makesmostof its bound
to otherDNADNAsequenceaccessible
bindingproteins.(Datafrom G. Li and
J.Widom, Nat.Struct.Mol.Biol.11:763-769,
from Macmillan
2004.With oermission
Ltd.)
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Nucleosomes
Havea DynamicStructure,
and Are Frequently
Subjected
to Changes
ChromatinCatalyzed
by ATP-Dependent
Remodeling
Complexes
For many years biologists thought that, once formed in a particular position on
DNA, a nucleosome remains fixed in place because of the very tight association
between its core histones and DNA. If true, this would pose problems for genetic
readout mechanisms, which in principle require rapid accessto many specific
DNA sequences,as well as for the rapid passageof the DNA transcription and
replication machinery through chromatin. But kinetic experiments show that the
DNA in an isolated nucleosome unwraps from each end at rate of about 4 times
per second, remaining exposed for 10 to 50 milliseconds before the partially
unr,trapped structure recloses.Thus, most of the DNA in an isolated nucleosome
is in principle availablefor binding other proteins (Figure 4-28).
For the chromatin in a cell, a further loosening of DNA-histone contacts is
clearly required, because eucaryotic cells contain a large variety of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes. The subunit in these complexes that
hydrolyzes ATP is evolutionarily related to the DNA helicases (discussed in
Chapter 5), and it binds both to the protein core of the nucleosome and to the
double-stranded DNA that winds around it. By using the energy of AIP hydrolysis to move this DNA relative to the core, this subunit changes the structure of a
nucleosome temporarily, making the DNA less tightly bound to the histone core.
Through repeated cycles of ATP hydrolysis, the remodeling complexes can catalyze nucleosomesliding, and by pulling the nucleosome core along the DNA
double helix in this way, they make the nucleosomal DNA availableto other proteins in the cell (Figure 4-25). In addition, by cooperating with negatively
ATP-dependent
c h r o m a t i nr e m o d e l i n g

complex

/

4J

.s.Fl
CATALYSIS
OF
NUCLEOSOM
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Figure4-29 The nucleosomesliding
catalyzedby ATP-dependentchromatin
remodelingcomplexes.Usingthe
the remodeling
energyof ATPhydrolysis,
complexis thoughtto pushon the DNA
and loosenits
of its bound nucleosome
core.Each
attachmentto the nucleosome
and
cycleof ATPbinding,ATPhydrolysis,
release
of the ADPand PiProducts
therebymovesthe DNAwith respectto
the histoneoctamerin the directionof
the arrowin this diagram.lt requires
manysuchcyclesto producethe
slidingshown.(Seealso
nucleosome
Figure4-468.)
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Figure4-30 Nucleosomeremovaland histone
exchangecatalyzedby ATP-dependent
chromatinremodelingcomplexes.By
cooperating
with specifichistonechaperones,
somechromatinremodelingcomplexes
can
removethe H2A-H2Bdimersfrom a
(top seriesof reactions)
nucleosome
and
replacethem with dimersthat containa variant
histone,suchas the H2AZ-H2Bdimer (see
Figure4-41).Otherremodelingcomplexes
are
attractedto specificsiteson chromatinto
removethe histoneoctamercompletelyand/or
to replaceit with a differentnucleosome
core
(bottomseriesof reactions)

h i s t o n ec h a p e r o n e

ATP-dependent
chromatin
remodeling
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charged proteins that serve as histone chaperones,some remodeling complexes
are able to remove either all or part of the nucleosome core from a nucleosome-catalyzing either an exchange of its HZA-H2B histones, or the complete
removal of the octameric core from the DNA (Figure 4-90).
Cellscontain dozensof differentATP-dependentchromatin remodeling complexes that are specializedfor different roles. Most are large protein complexes
that can contain 10 or more subunits. The activity of these complexesis carefully
controlled by the cell.As genesare turned on and off, chromatin remodeling complexes are brought to specific regions of DNA where they act locally to influence
chromatin structure (discussedin Chapter 7; seealso Figure 4-46, below).
As pointed out previously,for most of the DNA sequencesfound in chromosomes,experimentsshow that a nucleosomecan occupy any one of a number of positions relative to the DNA sequence.The most important influence on
nucleosomepositioning appearsto be the presenceof other tightly bound proteins on the DNA. Some bound proteins favor the formation of a nucleosome
adjacent to them. others create obstacles that force the nucleosomes ro move
to positions between them. The exact positions of nucleosomes along a stretch
of DNA therefore depends mainly on the presence and nature of other proteins
bound to the DNA. Due to the presenceof ATP-dependentremodeling complexes, the arrangement of nucleosomes on DNA can be highly dynamic,
changing rapidly accordingto the needs of the cell.

Nucleosomes
Are UsuallyPacked
Togetherinto a Compact
Ch r o m a t i F
n iber
Although enormously long strings of nucleosomes form on the chromosomal
DNA, chromatin in a living cell probably rarely adopts the extended "beads on a
string" form. Instead, the nucleosomes are packed on top of one anothe; generating regular arrays in which the DNA is even more highly condensed. Thus,
when nuclei are very gently lysed onto an electron microscope grid, most of the
chromatin is seen to be in the form of a fiber with a diameter of about 30 nm,
which is considerably wider than chromatin in the "beads on a string" form (see
Figure 4-22).
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CHROMOSOMAL
DNAAND IT5PACKAGING
FIBER
IN THECHROMATIN

F i g u r e 4 - 3 1A z i g z a g m o d ef lo r t h e 3 0 - n m c h r o m a t i n f i b e r . (TAh) e c o n f o r m a t i o n o f t w o o f t h e f o u r
(B)Schematic
of
nucleosomes
in a tetranucleosome,
from a structuredeterminedby x-raycrystallography.
is not visible,beingstackedon the bottom nucleosome
the entiretetranucleosome;
the fourth nucleosome
of a possiblezigzagstructurethat couldaccount
illustration
and behindit in this diagram.(C)Diagrammatic
2005'With
for the 30-nm chromatinfiber.(Adaptedfrom C.L.Woodcock,Ndf.Sttuct.Mol.Biol.12:639-640,
permission
Ltd.)
from MacmillanPublishers

How are nucleosomes packed in the 30-nm chromatin fiber? This question
has not yet been answered definitively, but important information concerning
the structure has been obtained. In particular, high-resolution structural analyses have been performed on homogeneous short strings of nucleosomes, prepared from purified histones and purified DNA molecules. The structure of a
tetranucleosome, obtained by X-ray crystallography,has been used to support a
zigzag model for the stacking of nucleosomes in the 30-nm fiber (Figure 4-3f ).
But cryoelectron microscopy of longer strings of nucleosomes supports a very
different solenoidal structure with intercalated nucleosomes (Figure 4-32).
\Arhatcauses the nucleosomes to stack so tightly on each other in a 30-nm
fiber? The nucleosome to nucleosome linkages formed by histone tails, most
notably the H4 tail (Figure 4-33) constitute one important factor. Another

(A)

(c)

1 0n m

Figure4-32 An interdigitatedsolenoidmodelfor the 30-nmchromatinfiber.(A)Drawingsin whichstringsof color(B)Schematic
diagramof finalstructurein (A).
codednucleosomes
areusedto illustratehow the solenoidis generated.
arrays
imagesof nucleosome
(C)Structuralmodel.The modelis derivedfrom high-resolution
microscopy
cryoelectron
octamersand
Bothnucleosome
of specificlengthand sequence.
reconstituted
from purifiedhistonesand DNAmolecules
a linkerhistone(discussed
below)wereusedto produceregularlyrepeatingarrayscontainingup to 72 nucleosomes'
1, 2006.With
(Adaptedfrom P.Robinson,L. Fairall,
V. Huynhand D. Rhodes,Proc.NatlAcad.Sci.U.S.A.103:6506-651
permission
from NationalAcademyof Sciences.)
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H4 tail

H3 tail

important factor is an additional histone that is often present in a l-to-1 ratio
with nucleosome cores, knor,r,nas histone Hl. This so-called linker histone is
larger than the individual core histones and it has been considerably less well
conserved during evolution. A single histone Hl molecule binds to each nucleosome, contacting both DNA and protein, and changing the path of the DNA as
it exits from the nucleosome. Although it is not understood in detail how Hl
pulls nucleosomes together into the 30-nm fiber, a change in the exit path in
DNA seems crucial for compacting nucleosomal DNA so that it interlocks to
form the 30-nm fiber (Figure 4-34). Most eucaryotic organisms make several
histone Hl proteins of related but quite distinct amino acid sequences.
It is possible that the 30-nm structure found in chromosomes is a fluid
mosaic of several different variations. For example, a linker histone in the Hl
family was present in the nucleosomal arrays studied in Figure 4-32 but was
missing from the tetranucleosome in Figure 4-31. Moreover, we saw earlier that
the linker DNA that connects adjacent nucleosomes can vary in length; these
differences in linker length probably introduce local perturbations into the
structure. And the presenceof many other DNA-binding proteins, as well as proteins that bind directly to histones, will certainly add important additional features to any array of nucleosomes.

Figure4-33 A speculativemodel for the
role playedby histonetailsin the
formationof the 30-nmfiber.(A)This
schematic
diagramshowsthe
approximate
exit pointsof the eight
histonetails,one from eachhistone
protein.that extendfrom each
nucleosome.
Theactualstructureis shown
to its right.In the high-resolution
structure
of the nucleosome,
the tailsarelargely
unstructured,
suggesting
that they are
highlyflexible.(B)A speculative
model
showinghow the histonetailsmay helpto
packnucleosomes
togetherinto the
30-nmfiber.Thismodelis basedon (1)
experimental
evidencethat histonetails
aid in the formationof the 30-nmfiber,
and (2)the x-raycrystalstructureof the
nucleosome,
in whichthe tailsof one
nucleosome
contactthe histonecoreof an
adjacentnucleosome
in the crystallattice.

Summary
A geneis a nucleotidesequencein a DNA moleculethat actsas a functional unit for the
production of a protein, a structural RNA,or a catalytic or regulatory RNAmolecule.In
eucaryotes,protein-codinggenesare usually composedof a string of alternating introns
and exonsassociatedwith regulatory regionsof DNA. A chromosomeisformeclfrom a
single,enormously long DNA moleculethat contains a linear array of many genes.The
human genomecontains3.2x ]d DNA nucleotidepairs,diuidedbetween22 dffirent
autosomesand 2 sexchromosomes.only a small percentageof this DNA codesfor proteins or functional RNAmolecules.A chromosomal DNA moleculealso contains three
other filpes of functionally important nucleotide sequences:replication origins and
telomeresallow the DNA molecule to be fficiently replicated, while a centromere
attaches the daughter DNA moleculesto the mitotic spindle, ensuring their accurate
segregationto daughter cellsduring the M phaseof the cell cycle.

Figure4-34 How the linkerhistone
bindsto the nucleosome.
The position
and structureof the globularregionof
histoneH1 areshown.As indicated,
this
regionconstrains
an additional
20 nucleotidepairsof DNAwhereit exits
from the nucleosome
core.Thistype of
bindingby H1 isthoughtto be important
for formingthe 30-nmchromatinfiber.
The long C-terminal
tail of histoneH1 is
alsorequiredfor the high-affinity
binding
of H1 to chromatin,but neitherits
positionor that of the N-terminal
tail is
(B)structure.
known.(A)Schematic,
(8,from D. Brown,T. lzardand T. Misteli,
Nat,Struct.Mol. Biol. 13:250-255,2006.
With permission
from Macmillan
Publishers
Ltd.)
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The DNA in eucaryotesis tightly bound to an equal massof histones,which form
repeatedarrays of DNA-protein particles called nucleosomes.The nucleosomeis composedof an octameric core of histone proteins around which the DNA double helix is
wrapped.Nucleosomesare spacedat interuals of about 200 nucleotidepairs, and they
are usually packed together (with the aid of histone Hl molecules)into quasi-regular
arrays to form a 30-nm chromatin fiber. Despite the high degreeof compaction in
chromatin, its structure must be highly dynamic to allow accessto the DNA. Thereis
somespontaneousDNA unwrapping and rewrappingin the nucleosomeitself;how'
euer,the general strategyfor reuersiblychanging local chromatin structure features
ATP-driuen chromatin remodeling complexes.Cells contain a large set of such complexes,which are targeted to speciflc regionsof chromatin at appropriate times. The
remodeling complexescollaborate with histone chaperonesto allow nucleosomecores
to be repositioned,reconstitutedwith dffirent histones,or completelyremouedto
exposethe underlying DNA.

THEREGULATION
OFCHROM IN STRUCTURE
Having described how DNA is packagedinto nucleosomesto create a chromatin
fiber, we now turn to the mechanisms that create different chromatin structures
in different regions of a cell's genome. We now know that mechanisms of this type
are used to control many genesin eucaryotes.Most importantly, certain types of
chromatin structure can be inherited; that is, the structure can be directly passed
donm from a cell to its decendents.Becausethe cell memory that results is based
on an inherited protein structure rather than on a change in DNA sequence,this
is a form of epigenetic inheritance. The prefix epl is Greek for "on"; this is appropriate, becauseepigeneticsrepresentsa form of inheritance that is superimposed
on the genetic inheritance based on DNA (Figure,t-35).
In Chapter 7, we shall introduce the many different ways in which the
expression of genes is regulated. There we discuss epigenetic inheritance in
detail and present severaldistinct mechanisms that can produce it. Here, we are
concerned with only one, that based on chromatin structure. We begin this section with an introduction to inherited chromatin structures and then describe
the basis for them-the covalent modification of histones in nucleosomes.We
shall see that these modifications serve as recognition sites for protein modules
that bring specific protein complexes to the appropriate regions of chromatin,
thereby producing specific effects on gene expressionor inducing other biological functions. Through such mechanisms, chromatin structure plays a central
role in the development, growth, and maintenance of eucaryotic organisms'
including ourselves.
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Figure4-35 A comparisonof genetic
inheritancewith an epigenetic
inheritancebasedon chromatin
is based
structures.Geneticinheritance
of DNA
on the directinheritance
duringDNA
nucleotidesequences
DNAsequencechangesare
replication.
not only transmittedfaithfullyfrom a
but
somaticcellto all of its descendents,
alsothroughgerm cellsfrom one
generationto the next.Thefieldof
genetics,reviewedin Chapter8, is based
of thesechanges
on the inheritance
The type of
betweengenerations.
shownhereis
epigeneticinheritance
basedon other moleculesboundto the
DNA,and it is thereforelesspermanent
in
than a changein DNAsequence;
particular,
epigeneticinformationis
usually(but not always)erasedduring
the formationof eggsand sPerm.
that
Onlyone epigeneticmechanism,
of chromatin
basedon an inheritance
in this chapter.
is discussed
structures,
are
Otherepigeneticmechanisms
presentedin Chapter7, whichfocuseson
(see
the controlof geneexpression
Figure7-86).
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SomeEarlyMysteries
Concerning
ChromatinStructure
Thirty years ago, histones were viewed as relatively uninteresting proteins.
Nucleosomes were known to cover all of the DNA in chromosomes, and they
were thought to exist to allow the enormous amounts of DNA in many eucaryotic cells to be packaged into compact chromosomes. Extrapolating from what
was knor.m in bacteria, many scientists believed that gene regulation in eucaryotes would simply bypass nucleosomes, treating them as uninvolved
bystanders.
But there were reasons to challenge this view. Thus, for example, biochemists had determined that mammalian chromatin consists of an approximately equal mass of histone and non-histone proteins. This would mean that,
on auerLge,every 200 nucleotide pairs of DNA in our cells is associated with
more than 1000 amino acids of non-histone proteins (that is, a mass of protein
equivalent to the total mass of the histone octamer plus histone Hl). We now
know that many of these proteins bind to nucleosomes, and their abundance
might suggestthat histones are more than just packaging proteins.
A second reason to challenge the view that histones were inconsequential to
gene regulation was based on the amazingly slow rate of evolutionary change in
the sequences of the four core histones. The previously mentioned fact that
there are only two amino acid differences in the sequence of mammalian and
pea histone H4 implies that a change in almost any one of the 102 amino acids
in H4 must be deleterious to these organisms.\iVhattype of process could make
the life of an organism so sensitive to the exact structure of the nucleosome core
that only two amino acids had changed in more than 500 million years of random variation followed by natural selection?
Last but not least, a combination of genetics and cytology had revealed that
a particular form of chromatin silencesthe genesthat it packageswithout regard
to nucleotide sequence-and does so in a manner that is directly inherited by
both daughter cells when a cell divides. It is to this subiect that we turn next.

Heterochromatin
ls HighlyOrganized
and Unusually
Resistant
to
GeneExpression
Light-microscope studies in the 1930sdistinguished two types of chromatin in
the interphase nuclei of many higher eucaryotic cells: a highly condensed form,
called heterochromatin, and all the rest, which is less condensed, called
euchromatin. Heterochromatin representsan especially compact form of chromatin (see Figure 4-9), and we are finally beginning to understand important
aspects of its molecular properties. Although present in many locations along
chromosomes, it is also highly concentrated in specific regions, most notably at
the centromeres and telomeres introduced previously (seeFigure 4-21). In a typical mammalian cell, more than ten percent of the genome is packaged in this
way.
The DNA in heterochromatin contains very few genes, and those euchromatic genes that become packaged into heterochromatin are turned off by this
type of packaging. However, we know now that the term heterochromatin
encompassesseveraldistinct types of chromatin structures whose common feature is an especially high degree of compaction. Thus, heterochromatin should
not be thought of as encapsulating "dead" DNA, but rather as creating different
tlpes of compact chromatin with distinct features that make it highly resistant
to gene expression for the vast majority of genes.
lvhen a gene that is normally expressedin euchromatin is experimentally
relocated into a region of heterochromatin, it ceasesto be expressed,and the
gene is said to be silenced.Thesedifferences in gene expression are examples of
position effects, in which the activity of a gene depends on its position relative
to a nearby region of heterochromatin on a chromosome. First recognized in
Drosophila, position effects have now been observed in many eucarvotes,
including yeasts,plants, and humans.
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Figure4-36 The causeof position effect variegationin Drosophild.(A)Heterochromatin(green)is normallyprevented
whichwe shalldiscussshortly.
sequences,
from spreadinginto adjacentregionsof euchromatin(red)by specialbarrierDNA
this barrieris no longerpresent.(B)Duringthe early
In fliesthat inheritcertainchromosomal
however,
rearrangements,
for different
DNA,proceeding
developmentof suchflies,heterochromatin
can spreadinto neighboringchromosomal
patternof heterochromatin
is inherited,so that
distances
in differentcells.Thisspreadingsoonstops,but the established
and
largeclonesof progenycellsareproducedthat havethe sameneighboringgenescondensedinto heterochromatin
is
(hencethe "variegated"
therebyinactivated
appearance
of someof theseflies;seeFigure4-37).Although"spreading"
the term may not be
existingheterochromatin,
usedto describethe formationof new heterochromatin
closeto previously
can"skipover"someregionsof chromatin,
whollyaccurate.
heterochromatin
Thereis evidencethat duringexpansion,
sparingthe genesthat lie withinthem from repressive
effects

The position effects associated with heterochromatin exhibit a feature
called position effectuariegation,which in retrospect provided critical clues concerning chromatin function. ln Drosophila, chromosome breakage events that
directly connect a region of heterochromatin to a region of euchromatin tend to
inactivate the nearby euchromatic genes.The zone of inactivation spreadsa different distance in different early cells in the fly embryo, but once the heterchromatic condition is established on a gene, it tends to be stably inherited by all of
the cell's progeny (Figure 4-36). This remarkable phenomenon was first recognized through a detailed genetic analysis of the mottled loss of red pigment in
the fly eye (Figure 4-37), but it shares many features with the extensive spread
of heterochromatin that inactivates of one of the two X chromosomes in female
mammals (seep. 473).
Extensive genetic screenshave been carried out in Drosophila, as well as in
fungi, in a search for gene products that either enhance or suppress the spread
of heterochromatin and its stable inheritance-that is, for genes that when
mutated serve as either enhancers or suppressorsof position effect variegation.
In this way, more than 50 genes have been identified that play a critical role in
these processes.In recent years, the detailed characterization of the proteins
produced by these genes has revealed that many are nonhistone chromosomal
proteins that underlie a remarkable mechanism for eucaryotic gene control, one

White gene
at normal
location

barner
heterochromatin

rare cnromosome
In v e r s t o n

Dar

Figure4-37 The discoveryof position
effectson gene expression.TheWhite
gene in the fruit fly Drosophilacontrols
eyepigmentproductionand is named
afterthe mutationthat firstidentifiedit.
Wild-typeflieswith a normal Whitegene
(White+)
havenormalpigmentproduction,
which givesthem red eyes,but if the White
the
geneis mutatedand inactivated,
mutantflies(White-)makeno pigment
and havewhiteeyes.Infliesin whicha
normalWhite+gene has been moved near
the eyesare
a regionof heterochromatin,
mottled,with both red and whltepatches.
fhe white patchesrepresentcell lineages
in which the White+gene hasbeen
silencedby the effectsof the
In contrast,
the red
heterochromatin.
patchesrepresent
celllineagesin which
the White+gene is expressed.Earlyin
when the heterochromatin
develooment,
isfirstformed,it spreadsinto neighboring
to differentextentsin
euchromatin
differentembryoniccells(seeFigure
4-36).The presenceof largepatchesof red
and whitecellsrevealsthat the stateof
activity,asdeterminedby
transcriptional
the packagingof this geneinto chromatin
in thoseancestorcells,is inheritedby all
dauqhtercells.
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that requires the precise amino acid sequencesof the core histones. This mechanism of gene control therefore helps to explain the remarkably slow change in
the histones over time.

TheCoreHistones
AreCovalently
Modifiedat ManyDifferent
Sites
The amino acid side chains of the four histones in the nucleosome core are subjected to a remarkable variety of covalent modifications, including the acetylation of lysines, the mono-, di-, and tri-methylation of lysines, and the phosphorylation of serines (Figure 4-38). A large number of these side-chain modifications occur on the eight relatively unstructured N-terminal "histone tails" that
protrude from the nucleosome (Figure 4-39). However, there are also specific
side-chain modifications on the nucleosome'sglobular core (Figure 4-40).
Ail of the above types of modifications are reversible.The modification of a
particular amino acid side chain in a nucleosome is created by a specific
enzyme, with most of these enzymes acting only on one or a few sites.A different enzyme is responsible for removing each side chain modification. Thus, for
example, acetyl groups are added to specific lysines by a set of different histone
acetyl transferases (FIATs)and removed by a set of histone deacetylase complexes (HDACs).Likewise,methyl groups are added to lysine side chains by a set
of different histone methyl transferases and removed by a set of histone
demethylases. Each enzwe is recruited to specific sites on the chromatin at
defined times in each cell'slife history. For the most part, the initial recruitment
of these enz).rnesdepends on gene regulatory proteins thatbind to specific DNA
sequencesalong chromosomes, and these are produced at different times in the
life of an organism, as described in chapter 7. But in at least some cases,the
covalent modifications on nucleosomes can persist long after the gene regulatory proteins that first induced them have disappeared,thereby carrying a memory in the cell of its developmental history. very different patterns of covalent
modifications are therefore found on different groups of nucleosomes, according to their exact position on a chromosome and the status of the cell.
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Figure4-39 The covalentmodificationof core histonetails.(A)Thestructureof the nucleosome
(B\Well-documented
of the
modifications
of the first30 aminoacidsin eachof its eight N-terminalhistonetails(green).
Althoughonly a singlesymbolis usedfor methylationhere(M),eachlysine(K)or
four histonecoreproteinsareindicated.
arginine(R)can be methylatedin severaldifferentways.Notealsothat somepositions(e.9.,lysine9 of H3)can be modified
smallmolecule
shownadd a relatively
eitherby methylationor by acetylation,
but not both.Mostof the modifications
(seeFigure
onto the histonetails;the exceptionis ubiquitin,a 76 aminoacidproteinalsousedfor othercellprocesses
With permissionfrom Elsevier')
6-92). (Adaptedfrom H. Santos-Rosa
and C.Caldas,Eur.J. Cancer41:2381-2402,2005.

The modifications of
important consequences.
tends to loosen chromatin
lysine removes its positive

the histones are carefully controlled, and they have
The acetylation of lysines on the N-terminal tails
structure, in part because adding an acetyl group to
charge, thereby reducing the affinity of the tails for
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Figure 4-4OA map of histone modifications
on the surfaceof the nucleosomecore
particle.As noted,the histonetails have
beenomittedhere(comparewith Figure
4-39).The functionsof most of thesecore
modificationsare not yet known.(Adapted
from M.S.Cosgrove,J.D.Boekeand
C.Wolberger,Nat.Sttuct.Mol. Biol.
from
2004.With permission
11:1037-1043,
Ltd.)
MacmillanPublishers
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adjacent nucleosomes (seeFigure 4-33). However, the most profound effect of
the histone modifications is their ability to attract specific proteins to a stretch
of chromatin that has been appropriately modified. These new proteins determine how and when genes will be expressed,as well as other biological functions. In this way, the precise structure of a domain of chromatin determines the
expressionof the genespackaged in it, and thereby the structure and function of
the eucaryotic cell.

ChromatinAcquiresAdditionalVarietyThroughthe Site-Specific
Insertionof a SmallSetof HistoneVariants
Despite the tight conservation of the amino acid sequencesof the four core histones over hundreds of millions of years, eucaryotes also contain a few variant
histones that assemble into nucleosomes. These histones are present in much
smaller amounts than the major histones, and they have been less well conserved over long evolutionary times. Except for histone H4, variants exist for
each of the core histones; some examples are shown in Figure 4-41.
The major histones are synthesized primarily during the S phase of the cell
cycle (see Figure l7-4) and assembled into nucleosomes on the daughter DNA
helices just behind the replication fork (seeFigure 5-38). In contrast, most histone variants are synthesized throughout interphase. They are often inserted
into already-formed chromatin, which requires a histone-exchangeprocess catalyzed by the ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes discussed previously. These remodeling complexes contain subunits that cause them to bind
both to specific sites on chromatin and to histone chaperones that carry a particular variant. As a result, each histone variant is inserted into chromatin in a
highly selectivemanner (seeFigure 4-30).

The CovalentModificationsand the HistoneVariantsAct in
Concertto Producea "HistoneCode"ThatHelpsto Determine
B i o l o g i c aFl u n c t i o n
The number of possible distinct markings on an indMdual nucleosome is enormous. Even with the recognition that some of the covalent modifications are
mutually exclusive(for example,it is not possiblefor a lysine to be both acetylated
and methylated at the same time), and that other modifications are created
together as a set, it is clear that thousands of combinations can exist. In addition,
there is the further diversity created by nucleosomes that contain histone variants.
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Figure 4-41 The structure of some
histonevariantscomparedwith the
major histone that they replace.These
histonesareinsertedinto nucleosomes
at
specificsiteson chromosomes
by
ATP-dependent
chromatinremodeling
enzymesthat act in concertwith histone
(seeFigure4-30).The
chaperones
CENP-A
variantof histoneH3 is discussed
laterin this chapter(seeFigures4-48 to
4-51); othervariantsarediscussed
in
Chapter7.The sequences
that arecolored
differentlyin eachvariantare different
from the corresponding
sequenceof the
majorhistone.(Adaptedfrom K.Sarma
and D. Reinberg,Nat.Rev.Mol.Cell.Biol.
6:139-149,2005.With permission
from
MacmillanPublishers
Ltd.)
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Many of the combinations appear to have a specific meaning for the cell
becausethey determine how and when the DNA packaged in the nucleosomes
is accessed,leading to the histone code hlpothesis. For example, one type of
marking signals that a stretch of chromatin has been newly replicated, another
signals that the DNA in that chromatin has been damaged and needs repair,
while many others signal when and how gene expression should take place.
Small protein modules bind to specific marks, recognizing for example a trimethylated lysine 4 on histone H3 (Figure tl-42). These modules are thought to
act in concert with other modules as part of a code-readercomplex, so as to
allow particular combinations of markings on chromatin to attract additional
protein complexes that execute an appropriate biological function at the right
time (Figure 443).
scaffold
orotein modules
protein
b i n d i n gt o s p e c i f i c
h i s t o n em o d i f i c a t i o n s
on nucteosome

Figure 4-42 How each mark on a
nucleosomeis read.The structureof a
proteinmodulethat sPecificallY
on
histoneH3 trimethylated
recognizes
model
lysine4 is shown.(A)Space-filling
of an INGPHDdomainboundto a
histonetail (green,with the trimethyl
group highlightedinyellow).(B)A ribbon
modelshowinghow the N-terminalsix
aminoacidsin the H3 tail arerecognized.
The doshedIinesrepresenthydrogen
bonds.Thisis one of manyPHDdomains
that recognizemethylatedlysineson
differentdomainsbind tightly
histones;
to lysineslocatedat differentpositions,
betweena
and they can discriminate
lysine.In a
mono-,di-,and tri-methylated
similarway,othersmallproteinmodules
specifichistonesidechains
recognize
that havebeen markedwith acetyl
groups,phosphategrouPs,and so on.
(Adaptedfrom P.V.Penaet al.,Nature
03,2006.With permissionfrom
442:100-1
Ltd.)
MacmillanPublishers

c o v al e n t

modification
o n h i s t o n et a i l
(mark)
C O D ER E A D E R
BINDS
AND
ATTRACTS
OTHER
COMPONENTS

p r o t e i nc o m p l e xw i t h
catalyticactivitiesand
a d d i t i o n a lb i n d i n gs i t e s

Figure4-43 Schematicdiagramshowing
how the histone code could be read by a
code-readercomplex.A largeprotein
complexthat containsa seriesof protein
a
modules,eachof which recognizes
specifichistonemark,is schematically
"code-reader
illustrated(green).This
complex"will bind tightlyonly to a region
of chromatinthat containsseveralof the
differenthistonemarksthat it recognizes'
Therefore,only a specificcombinationof
markswill causethe complexto bind to
chromatinand attractadditionalprotein
complexes(purple)thatcatalyzea
biolooicalfunction.
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The marks on nucleosomes due to covalent additions to histones are
dynamic, being constantly removed and added at rates that depend on their
chromosomal locations. Because the histone tails extend outward from the
nucleosome core and are likely to be accessibleeven when chromatin is condensed, they would seem to provide an especially suitable format for creating
marks in a form that can be readily altered as a cell's needs change. Although
much remains to be learned about the meaning of the many different histone
code combinations, a few well-studied examples of the information that can be
encoded in the histone H3 tail are listed in Figure 4-44.

proteinsCanSpread
A Complexof Code-reader
and Code-writer
Specific
ChromatinModifications
for LongDistances
Alonga
Ch r o m o s o m e
The phenomenon of position effect variegation described previously requires
that at least some modified forms of chromatin have the ability to ipreud fot
substantial distances along a chromosomal DNA molecule (see Figure 4-36).
How is this possible?
The enzymes that modify (or remove modifications from) the histones in
nucleosomes are part of multisubunit complexes.They can initially be brought
to a particular region of chromatin by one of the sequence-specificDNA-binding proteins (gene regulatory proteins) discussedin chapters 6 and 7 (for a specific example, see Figure 7-87). But after a modifying enzyme "writes" its mark
on one or a few neighboring nucleosomes,events that resemble a chain reaction
can ensue. In this case,the "code-writer" enzyme works in concert with a codereader protein located in the same protein complex. This second protein contains a code-reader module that recognizes the mark and binds tightly to the
newly modified nucleosome (see Figure 4-42), positioning its attached writer
enzyme near an adjacent nucleosome. Through many such read-write cycles,
the reader protein can carry the writer enzyrne along the DNA-spreading the
mark in a hand-over-hand manner along the chromosome (Figure 4-45).
In reality, the process is more complicated than the scheme just described.
Both readers and writers are part of a protein complex that is likely to contain

Figure 4-44 Somespecificmeaningsof
the histonecode.(A)The modifications
on the histoneH3 N-terminal
tail are
shown,repeatedfrom Figure4-39.
(B)The H3 tail can be markedby different
combinations
of modifications
that
conveya specificmeaningto the stretch
of chromatinwherethis combination
occurs.Onlya few of the meaningsare
known,includingthe four examples
shown.Tofocuson just one example,the
trimethylation
of lysine9 attractsthe
proteinHP1,
heterochromatin-specific
whichinducesa spreadingwaveof
furtherlysine9 trimethylation
followed
by furtherHP1binding,accordingto the
generalschemethat will be illustrated
shortly(seeFigure4-46). Not shown is
the fact that,asjust implied(seeFigure
4-43),readingthe histonecodegenerally
involvesthe joint recognitionof marksat
othersiteson the nucleosome
alongwith
the indicatedH3 tail recognition.
In
addition,specificlevelsof methylation
(mono-,di-,or tri-methylgroups)are
required,as in Figure4-42.
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c o d e - r e a d epr r o t e i n

h i s t o n em o d i fi c a t i o n( m a r k )

multiple readers and writers, and to require multiple marks on the nucleosome
to spread. Moreover, many of these reader-writer complexes also contain an
ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling protein, and the reader, writer, and
remodeling proteins work in concert to either decondense or condense long
stretchesof chromatin as the reader moves progressivelyalong the nucleosomepackaged DNA (Figure 4-46).
Some idea of the complexity of the processesjust described can be derived
from the results of genetic screensfor mutant genesthat either enhance or suppress the spreading and stability of heterochromatin in tests for position effect
variegation in Drosophila (see Figure 4-37). As pointed out previously, more
than 50 such genes are knonrn, and most of them are likely to function as subunits in one or more reader-writer-remodeling protein complexes.

Blockthe Spreadof Reader-Writer
BarrierDNASequences
Domains
Chromatin
Neighboring
andtherebySeparate
Complexes
The above mechanism for spreading chromatin structures raises a potential
problem. Inasmuch as each chromosome consists of one continuous, very long
DNA molecule, what prevents a cacophony of confusing cross-talk between
adjacent chromatin domains of different structure and function? Early studies of
position effect variegation had suggested an answer: the existence of specific
DNA sequencesthat separate one chromatin domain from another (seeFigure
4-37). Severalsuch barrier sequenceshave now been identified and characterized through the use of genetic engineering techniques that allow specific
regions of DNA sequenceto be deleted or added to chromosomes.
For example, a sequence called HS4 normally separates the active chromatin domain that contains the B-globin locus from an adjacent region of
silenced, condensed chromatin in erythrocytes (see Figure 7-61)' If this
sequenceis deleted, the B-globin locus is invaded by condensed chromatin. This
chromatin silencesthe genesit covers,and it spreadsto a different extent in different cells, causing a pattern of position effect variegation similar to that
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Figure4-45 How the recruitmentof a
code-reader-writercomplex can spread
chromatinchangesalong a
Thecode-writeris an
chromosome.
enzymethat createsa specific
on one or moreof the four
modification
Afterits
histones.
nucleosomal
to a specificsiteon a
recruitment
chromosomeby a generegulatorY
with a
protein,the writercollaborates
proteinto spreadits mark
code-reader
bY
to nucleosome
from nucleosome
meansof the indicatedreader-writer
to work,
complex.Forthis mechanism
the same
the readermust recognize
histonemodificationmarkthat the writer
produces(seealsoFigure4-43).
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observed in Drosophila. As described in chapter 7, this invasion has dire consequences:the globin genes are poorly expressed,and individuals who carry such
a deletion have a severeform of anemia.

matin modifications are knor,tmthat can also protect genesfrom silencing.

Thechromatinin centromeres
Reveals
HowHistoneVariantscan
CreateSpecialStructures
The presence of nucleosomes carrying histone variants is thought to produce
marks in chromatin that are unusually long lasting. consider, for example, the
formation and inheritance of the chromatin that forms on centromeres, the
DNA region of each chromosome required for the orderly segregation of the
chromosomes into daughter cells each time a cell divides (see Figure 4-21). rn
many complex organisms, including humans, each centromere is embedded in
a stretch of special centric heterochromatinthatpersists throughout interphase,
even though the centromere-mediated movement of DNA occurs only during

Figure4-46 How a complexcontaining
reader-writer and ATP-dependent
chromatinremodelingproteinscan
spreadchromatinchangesalong a
chromosome.(A)A spreadingwaveof
chromatincondensation.
Thismechanism
is identicalto that in Figure4-45,except
that the reader-writer
complex
collaborates
with an ATP-deoendent
chromatinremodelingprotein(seeFigure
4-29)to repositionnucleosomes
and
packthem into highlycondensedarrays.
Thisis a highlysimplifiedview of the
mechanismknownto be ableto spreada
majorform of heterochromatinfor long
(see
distances
alongchromosomes
Figure4-36).The heterochromatinspecificproteinHPI playsa majorrolein
that process.
HP1bindsto trimethyl
lysine9 on histoneH3,and it remains
associated
with the condensed
chromatinasone of the readersin a
reader-writer-remodeling
complexthat,
while incompletely
understood,
is
considerably
more intricatethan that
shownhere.(B)Theactualstructureof a
chromatinreader-remodeling
complex,
showinghow it is thoughtto interact
with a nucleosome.
Modeledin grayis
the yeastRSCcomplex,whichcontains
1 5s u b u n i t s - i n c l u d i nagn A T P dependentchromatinremodeling
proteinand at least4 subunitswith codereaderdomains.(8,from A.E.Leschziner
et al.,Proc.Natl Acad.Sci.U.S.A.
104:491
3-4918, 2007.With permission
from NationalAcademyof Sciences.)
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Figure 4-47 Some mechanismsof barrier
action.Thesemodelsare derivedfrom
of barrieraction,and a
differentanalyses
combinationof severalof them may
function at any one site.(A)The tethering
of a regionof chromatinto a largefixed
site,suchasthe nuclearporecomplex
illustratedhere,canform a banierthat
stopsthe spreadof heterochromatin.
(B)Thetight bindingof barrierproteinsto
cancompetewith
a groupof nucleosomes
(C)By
spreading.
heterochromatin
recruitinga groupof highlyactivehistonebarrierscan erasethe
modifyingenzymes,
histonemarksthat arerequiredfor
to spread.Forexample,a
heterochromatin
potentacetylation
of lysine9 on histone
H3 will competewith lysine9 methylation,
therebypreventingthe HP1protein
bindingneededto form someformsof
(seeFigure4-46).(Based
heterochromatin
on A.G.Westand P Fraser,Hum.Mol.Genet.
from
11, 2005.With permission
14:R101-R1
OxfordUniversityPress.)
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mitosis. This chromatin contains a centromere-specific variant H3 histone,
known as CENP-A (see Figure 4-41), plus additional proteins that pack the
nucleosomes into particularly dense arrangements and form the kinetechore,
the special structure required for attachment of the mitotic spindle.
A specific DNA sequence of approximately 125 nucleotide pairs is sufficient
to serve as a centromere in the yeast S. cereuisiae.Despite its small size, more
than a dozen different proteins assemble on this DNA sequence; the proteins
include the CENP-A histone H3 variant, which, along with the three other core
histones, forms a centromere-specific nucleosome. The additional proteins at
the yeast centromere attach this nucleosome to a single microtubule from the
yeast mitotic spindle (Figure 4-48).
The centromeres in more complex organisms are considerably larger than
those in budding yeasts.For example, fly and human centromeres extend over
hundreds of thousands of nucleotide pairs and do not seem to contain a centromere-specific DNA sequence. These centromeres largely consist of short,
repeated DNA sequences, knor,tn as alpha satellite Dl/A in humans. But the
same repeat sequencesare also found at other (non-centromeric) positions on

./
normal
ucleosome

nucleosomw
e ith
centromere-specifi c
h i s t o n eH 3

(A)
s e qu e n c e - s p e c i f i c
D N A b i n d i n gp r o t e i n

y e a s tc e n t r o m e r i cD N A

m t c r ot u b ul e
yeastkinetochore
(B)

Figure4-48 A model for the structureof
a simplecentromere.In the Yeast
Saccharomycescerevisiae, a speciaI
a
DNAsequenceassembles
centromeric
in whichtwo copiesof
singlenucleosome
in
an H3 varianthistone(calledCENP-A
the normalH3.
replaces
mostorganisms)
uniqueto thisvariant
Peptidesequences
histone(seeFigure4-41)then helpto
additionalproteins,someof
assemble
This
whichform a kinetochore.
is unusualin capturingonly a
kinetochore
humanshavemuch
singlemicrotubule;
and form kinetochores
largercentromeres
that can capture20 or more microtubules
(seeFigure4-50).The kinetochore
is
in detailin Chapter17.
discussed
(Adaptedfrom A. Joglekaret al.,Nat Cel/
2006.With permission
Biol.8:381-383,
Ltd.)
from MacmillanPublishers
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a l p h as a t e l l i t eD N A m o n o m e
( 1 7 1n u c l e o t i d p
eairs)

actlve centromere
(A)

tlanking
i n a c t i v ec e n t r o m e r e
heterochromatin withnonfunctional
a l p h as a t e l l i t eD N A

(B)

n e o c e n t r o m e r feo r m e d
w i t h o u t a l p h as a t e l l i t eD N A

Figure4-49Evidence
for the plasticity
(A)A series
of humancentromere
formation,
of A-T-rich
alphasatellite
DNA
sequences
arerepeated
manythousands
(red),
of timesat eachhumancentromere
surrounded
by pericentric
(brown).
heterochromatin
However,
dueto anancient
chromosome
breakage
andrejoining
event,
somehuman
chromosomes
contain
two blocks
of alphasatellite
DNA'eachof whichpresumablyfunctioned
asa centromere
in its
original
chromosome.
Usually,
thesedicentric
chromosomes
arenotstablypropagated
because
theyattachimproperly
to
thespindle
andarebrokenapartduringmitosis.
Inchromosomes
thatdo survive,
however,
oneof thecentromeres
has
somehow
inactivated,
eventhoughit contains
allthenecessary
DNAsequences.
Thisallows
thechromosome
to bestably
propagated.
(B)Ina smallfraction
(1/2000)
of humanbirths,
extrachromosomes
areobserved
in cellsof theoffspring.
Someof theseextrachromosomes,
whichhaveformedfroma breakage
event,lackalphasatellite
yetnew
DNAaltogether,
(neocentromeres)
centromeres
havearisen
fromwhatwasoriginally
euchromatic
DNA.

chromosomes, indicating that they are not sufficient to direct centromere formation. Most strikingly, in some unusual cases,new human centromeres (called
neocentromeres) have been observed to form spontaneously on fragmented
chromosomes. some of these new positions were originally euchromatic and
Iack alpha satellite DNA altogether (Figure 4-45).
It therefore seemsthat centromeres in complex organisms are defined by an
assembly of proteins, instead of by a specific DNA sequence.when antibodies
that stain specific modified nucleosomes are used to examine the stretched
chromosome fibers from centromeres, one observesstriking alternation of two
modified forms of chromatin (Figure 4-50). It appears that this arrangement
allows the centric heterochromatin to fold so as to position the cENp-A-containing nucleosomes on the outside of the mitotic chromosome, where they
bind the set of proteins that form the kinetechore plates. These plates in turn
capture a group of microtubules from the mitotic spindle in order to partition
the chromosomes accuratelv as described in Chaoter 17.

ChromatinStructures
CanBeDirectlyInherited
To explain the above observations, it has been proposed that de nouo centromere formation requires an initial seeding event, involving the formation of a
specialized DNA-protein structure that contains nucleosomes formed with the
CENP-A variant of histone H3. In humans, this seeding event happens more
readily on arrays of alpha satellite DNA than on other DNA sequences.The
H3-H4 tetramers from each nucleosome on the parental DNA helix are directly
inherited by the daughter DNA helices at a replication fork (see Figure 5-3g).
Therefore, once a set of GENP-A-containing nucleosomes has been assembled
on a stretch of DNA, it is easy to understand how a new centromere could be
generated in the same place on both daughter chromosomes following each
round of cell division (Figure 4-5f ).
The plasticity of centromeres may provide an important evolutionary advantage. we have seen that chromosomes evolve in part by breakage and rejoining
events (seeFigure 4-18). Many of these events produce chromosomes with two
centromeres, or chromosome fragments with no centromeres at all. Although
rare, both the inactivation of centromeres and their ability to be activate d cJenouo
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may occasionally allow newly formed chromosomes to be maintained stably,
thereby facilitating the process of chromosome evolution.
There are some striking similarities between the formation and maintenance of centromeres and the formation and maintenance of other regions of
heterochromatin. In particulal the entire centromere forms as an all-or-none
entity, suggestinga highly cooperative addition of proteins after a seedingevent'
Moreover, once formed, the structure seemsto be directly inherited on the DNA
as part of each round of chromosome replication.

to Eucaryotic
Add UniqueFeatures
ChromatinStructures
Function
Chromosome
Although a great deal remains to be learned about the functions of different
chromatin structures, the packaging of DNA into nucleosomes was probably
crucial for the evolution of eucaryotes like ourselves' Complex multicellular
organisms would appear to be possible only if the cells in different lineages can
spLcializeby changing the acceisibility and responsivenessof many hundreds of
glrr.r to genetic r"udort. As described in Chapter 22, each cell has a stored
ir"1no.y ol itr purt developmental history in the regulatory circuits that control
its many genes.
Althoirgh bacteria also require cell memory mechanisms, the complexity of
the memory circuits required by higher eucaryotesis unprecedented' The packaging of seiected regions of eucaryotic genomes into different forms of chroriatiir md es possibie a type of cell memory mechanism that is not available to
bacteria. The irucial featuie of this uniquely eucaryotic form of gene regulation
is the storage of the memory of the state of a gene on a gene-by-genebasis-in
the form oi local chromatin structures that can persist for various lengths of
time. At one extreme are structures Iike centric heterochromatin that, once
established,are stably inherited from one cell generation to the next (seeFigure

Figure4-50 The organizationand
function of the chromatin that forms
(A)By staining
human centromeres.
stretchedchromatinfiberswith
the alpha
labeledantibodies,
fluorescently
satelliteDNAthat formscentric
in humansis seento be
heterochromatin
packagedinto alternatingblocksof
chromatin.One blockis formedfrom a
containingthe
long stringof nucleosomes
H3 varianthistone(green);the
CENP-A
that are
other blockcontainsnucleosomes
markedwith a dimethyllysine4
specially
(red).Eachblock is more than a thousand
long.(B)A modelfor the
nucleosomes
organizationof the two types of centric
As in Yeast,the
heterochromatin.
that containthe H3 variant
nucleosomes
histoneform the kinetochore.(C)The
of the centricand pericentric
arrangement
on a humanmetaphase
heterochromatin
asdeterminedbY
chromosome,
usingthe same
microscopy
fluorescence
antibodiesas in (A).(Adaptedfrom
B.A.Sullivanand G.H.Karpen,Nat.Struct.
2004'With
MoL Biol.11:1076-1083,
Ltd.)
from MacmillanPublishers
oermission
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Figure4-51 A modelfor the direct inheritanceof centromericheterochromatin.
(A)The normalassembly
of chromatinon the two daughterDNAhelicesproducedat a replication
fork requiresthe depositionof
H2A-H2Bdimersonto directlyinheritedH3-H4tetramers,
aswell asthe assembly
of new histoneoctamers
(seeFigure5-38 for details).
(B)At a centromere,
the inheritance
of H3 variant_H4
tetramersseedsthe
formationof new histoneoctamersthat likewisecontainthe variantH3 histone.A similarseedingprocess
couldcausethe adjacentblocksof centricheterochromatin
(containing
H3 modifiedat dimethyllysine4;
seeFigure4-50)to be inherited.
Althoughthe detailsarenot known,the seedingprocessis likelyto
involveothercentromeric
proteinsthat areinheritedalongwith the nucleosomes
lseeFigure+-!Z;.

4-51). Closely related mechanisms that are likewise based on the direct inheritance of parental forms of chromatin by the daughter DNA helices behind the
replication fork are thought to be responsible for other types of condensed
chromatin (Figure 4-sz). For example, ihe permanently silenied, classicaltwe
heterochromatinproteins nucleosomes
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heterochromatin euchromarrn

Figure4-52 How the packagingof DNA
in chromatincan be inheritedduring
chromosomereplication.In this model,
someof the specialized
chromatin
componentsaredistributedto each
daughterchromosome
afterDNA
duplication,
alongwith the specially
markednucleosomes
that they bind.
AfterDNAreplication,
the inherited
nucleosomes
that arespecially
modified,
actingin concertwith the inherited
chromatincomponents,
changethe
patternof histonemodification
on the
newlyformeddaughternucteosomes
nearby.Thiscreatesnew bindingsitesfor
the samechromatincomponents,
which
then assemble
to completethe structure.
The latter processis likelyto involvecode
reader-writer-remodeling
complexes
operatingin a mannersimilarto that
previously
illustrated
in Figure4-46.
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of heterochromatin contains the HPI protein, whereas the condensed chromatin that coats important developmental regulatory genes is maintained by
the polycomb group of proteins. The latter type of heterochromatin silences a
large number of genesthat encode gene regulatory proteins early in embryonic
development, covering a total of about 2 percent of the human genome, and it
is removed only when each individual gene is needed by the developing organism (discussed in Chapter 22). Although other tlpes of inherited chromatin
structures exist, it is not yet clear how many different t)?es there are: the number could certainly exceed l0 (seep. 238). The fundamental importance of this
mechanism for distinguishing different genes is schematically represented in
(Figure 4-53).
other forms of chromatin can have a shorter lifetime, much less than the
division time of the cell; however, many have a built-in persistence that helps to

specificchromatin
structureson genes

feedback loops
m a i n t a i n i n gc h r o m a t i n
structures

mediate biological function.

Summary
Despite the uniform assemblyof chromosomal DNA into nucleosomes,a large uariety
of dffirent chromatin structuresare possiblein eucaryotic organisms. This uariety is
based on a large setof reuersiblecoualent modifications of the four histones in the
nucleosomecore. Thesemodifications include the mono-, di-, and tri-methylation of
many dffirent lysinesidechains,an important reactionthat is incompatiblewith the
acetylation of the same lysines.Specifi,ccombinations of the modifications mark each
nucleosomewith a histone code.The histone code is read when protein modules that
are part of a larger protein complex bind to the modified nucleosomesin a region of
chromatin. Thesecode-readerproteins then attract additional proteins that catalyze
biologically releuantfunctio ns.
Some code-readerprotein complexescontain a histone-modtfying enzyme,such
A
as a histone methylase,that "writes" the same mark that the code-readerrecognizes.
reader-writer-remodelingcomplex of this type cqn spreada specfficform of chromatin
hetefor long distancesalong a chromosome.In particular, large regionsof condensed
is
commonly
rochromatin are thought to be formed in this way. Heterochromatin
other
found around centromeresand near telomeres,but it is also present &t many
usually
heterochromatin
packaging
DNA
into
of
positionsin chromosomes.The tight
silencesthe geneswithin it.
The phenomenon of position effect uariegation prouides good euidencefor the
direct inheritance of condensedforms of chromatin by the daughter DNA helices
formed at a replication fork, and a similar mechanism appears to be responsiblefor
maintaining the specializedchromatin at centromeres.More generally,the ability to
transmit specificchromatin structuresfrom one cell generationto the next prouides
the basisfor an epigeneticcell memory processthat is likely to be critical for maintaining the complex set of dffirent cell stetesrequired by complex multicellular
organBms.

OFCHROMOSOMES
STRUCTURE
THEGLOBAL
Having discussed the DNA and protein molecules from which the 30-nm chromatin fiber is made, we now turn to the organization of the chromosome on a
more global scale.As a 30-nm fiber, the typical human chromosome would still
be 0.1 cm in length and able to span the nucleus more than 100 times. Clearly,
there must be a still higher level of folding, even in interphase chromosomes.
Aithough its molecular basis is still largely a mystery, this higher-order packaging almost certainly involves the folding of the 30-nm fiber into a seriesof loops
and coils. This chromatin packing is fluid, frequently changing in response to
the needs of the cell.
We shall begin by describing some unusual interphase chromosomes that
can be easily visualized, inasmuch as certain features of these exceptional cases
are thought to be representativeof all interphase chromosomes. Moreover, they

Figure4-53 Schematicillustrationof
cell memory stored as chromatin-based
epigenetic information in the genesof
eucaryotes.Genesin eucaryoticcellscan
be packagedinto a largevarietYof
differentchromatinstructures,indicated
here by differentcolors.At leastsomeof
thesechromatinstructureshavea special
effecton gene expressionthat can be
directlyinheritedasePigenetic
This
informationwhen a celldivides.
allowssomeof the generegulatory
proteinsthat createdifferentgene states
to act only once,inasmuchasthe state
can be rememberedafter the regulatory
protein is gone.Epigeneticinformation
can alsobe storedin networksof
that controlgene
signalingmolecules
expression(seeFigure7-86).
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Figure 4-54 Lampbrushchromosomes.
(A)A light micrographof lampbrush
chromosomes
in an amphibianoocyte.
Earlyin oocytedifferentiation,each
chromosomereplicates
to beginmeiosis,
and the homologousreplicated
chromosomes
pairto form this highly
extendedstructurecontaininga total of
four replicatedDNA molecures,
or
chromatids.
The lampbrushchromosome
stagepersistsfor monthsor years,while
the oocytebuildsup a supplyof
materials
requiredfor its ultimate
developmentinto a new individual.
(B)An enlargedregionof a similar
chromosome,stainedwith a fluorescent
reagentthat makesthe loopsactivein
RNAsynthesis
clearlyvisible.(Courtesy
of
JosephG.Gall.)
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provide a unique means for investigating some fundamental aspects of chromatin structure raised in the previous section. Next we describe how a typical
interphase chromosome is arranged in the cell nucleus, focusing on human
cells. Finally, we conclude by discussing the additional tenfold comlpaction that
interphase chromosomes undergo during the process of mitosis.

Chromosomes
AreFoldedinto LargeLoopsof Chromatin
Insight into the structure of the chromosomes in interphase cells has been
obtained from studies of the stiff and extended meiotically paired chromosomes
in growing amphibian oocytes (immature eggs).These rr"ry unnsual lampbrush
chromosomes (the largest chromosomes knor,r,n)are cleaily visible even in the
light microscope, where they are seen to be organized into a seriesof large chromatin loops emanating from a linear chromosomal axis (Figure +-s4).
The organization of a lampbrush chromosome is illustrated in Figure 4-55.
A gi_venloop always contains the same DNA sequence, and it remains extended
in the same manner as th9 ooclte grows. Theie chromosomes are producing
large amounts of RNA for the ooclte, and most of the genes present in the DNA
loops are being actively expressed.The majority of ttrJ DNA, however, is not in
loops but remains highly condensed in the chromomeres on the axis, where
genes are generally not expressed.
It is thought that the interphase chromosomes of all eucaryotesare similarly
arranged in loops. Although these loops are normally too smail and fragile to b!
easily observed in a light microscope, other methods can be used to infer their
presence. For example, it has become possible to assessthe frequencv
with
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Figure4-55 A model for the structureof
a lampbrush chromosome.The set of
in manY
lampbrushchromosomes
amohibianscontainsa total of about
10,000chromatinloops,althoughmostof
the DNAin eachchromosomeremains
highlycondensedin the chromomeres.
to a particularDNA
Eachloop corresponds
Fourcopiesof eachloop are
sequence.
presentin eachcell,sinceeachofthe two
of
majorunitsshownat the top consists
two closelyapposed,newly replicated
Thisfour-stranded
chromosomes.
of this stageof
structureis characteristic
developmentof the oocyte,the diplotene
seeFigure21-9.
stageof meiosis;

REGIOO
NF
SINGLE
CHROMOSOME

extended
chromatin
in loop

OF
S M A L LR E G I O N
CHROMOSOME
SHOWING
SISTER
CHROMATIDS
chromatin
Jornrng
adjacent
chromomeres

cnromomere
f o r m e df r o m
h i g h l yc o n d e n s e d
chromatin

which any two Ioci along an interphase chromosome are paired with each
other, thus revealing Iikely candidates for the sites on chromatin that form the
closely apposed bases of loop structures (Figure 4-56). These experiments and
others suggestthat the DNA in human chromosomes is organized into loops of

DNA-binding
prorernS
t-:, t

iI

I

t-.

+
TREAT
WITH
FORMALDEHYDE

REMOVE
CROSS-LINKS
BY HEATTREATMENT
AND PROTEOLYSIS

T E S TF O RJ O I N E D
S E G M E N TBSY
PCR

DNA product is obtained
only if proteins hold the
two DNA sequencesclose
together in the cell

In thistechnique,knownas
Figure4-56 A methodfor determiningthe positionof loopsin interphasechromosomes.
the indicatedcovalent
create
to
formaldehyde
with
(:C)
are
treated
cells
method,
.uptur"
the chromosomeconformation
that chopsthe DNAinto many
The DNAisthen treatedwith a restrictionnuclease
DNA-proteinand DNA-DNAcross-links,
ends"(seeFigure8-34)'The
and formingsetsof identical"cohesive
pieces,cuttingat strictlydefinednucleotidesequences
lmportantly,priorto the ligationstep
base-pairin9.
cohesiveendscan be madeto join throughtheir complementary
(throughcrossshown,the DNAis dilutedso that the fragmentsthat havebeenkept in closeproximityto eachother
and the newlyligatedfragmentsof DNAare
arereversed
the cross-links
linking)arethe onesmost likelyto join. Finally,
describedin Chapter8).By combiningthe frequency-ofchainreaction,
identiiiedand quantifiedby pCR(the polymeiase
structuralmodelscan be
informationgeneratedby the 3Ctechniquewith DNAsequenceinformation,
association
of chromosomes.
producedfor the interphase
conformation
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l o o p e dd o m a i n
folded

30-nm
fiber

I

histone
m o d i f y i n ge n z y m e s
chromatin
r e m o d e l i n gc o m p l e x e s
RNA polymerase

p r o t e i n sf o r m i n g c h r o m o s o m es c a f f o l d

Figure4-57 A model for the organizationof an interphasechromosome.A sectionof an interphase
chromosomeis
shownfoldedinto a seriesof loopeddomains,eachcontainingperhaps50,000-2O0,OOO
nucleotidepairsof double-helical
DNAcondensedinto a 30-nmfiber.Thechromatinin eachindividualloop isfurthercondensed
throughpoorlyunderstood
foldingprocesses
that are reversed
when the cellrequiresdirectaccess
to the DNApackagedin the lJop.Neitherthe
compositionof the postulatedchromosomal
axisnor how the folded30-nmfiber is anchoredto it is clear.However,
rn
mitoticchromosomes
the basesof the chromosomal
loopsareenrichedboth in condensins
and in DNAtopoisomerase
ll
enzymes,
two proteinsthat mayform muchof the axisat metaphase
(seeFigure4-74).

different lengths. A typical loop might contain between 50,000 and 200,000
nucleotide pairs of DNA, although loops of a million nucleotide pairs have also
been suggested (Figure 4-SZ).

PolyteneChromosomes
Are UniquelyUsefulfor Visualizing
ChromatinStructures
certain giant insect cells have grown to their enormous size through multiple
cycles of DNA slmthesis without cell division. such cells with more thin the nbr-

chromosome.

pairs, while a thick band may contain 200,000 nucleotide pairs in each of its
chromatin strands. The chromatin in each band appears dark because the DNA
is more condensed than the DNA in interbands; it may also contain a higher proportion of proteins (Figure 4-59).
There are approximately 3700 bands and 3700 interbands in the complete
set of Dro sophila p olltene chromosomes. The bands can be recognized by their
different thicknesses and spacings, and each one has been given a number to
generate a chromosome "map" that has been indexed to the finished genome
sequence of this fly.
The Drosophila polytene chromosomes provide a good starting point for
examining how chromatin is organized on a large scale.In the previous section,
we saw that there are many forms of chromatin, each of which contains nucleosomes with a different combination of modified histones. By reading this histone code, specific sets of non-histone proteins assembleon tire nucleosomes to
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Figure4-58 The entire set of polytene
chromosomes in one Drosophila
salivarycell.In this drawingof a light
the giantchromosomes
micrograph,
havebeen spreadout for viewing by
them againsta microscope
squashing
slide.Drosophilahasfour chromosomes,
and there arefour differentchromosome
pairspresent.Buteachchromosomeis
tightly pairedwith its homolog (sothat
eachpairappearsasa singlestructure),
whichis not true in mostnuclei(except
Eachchromosomehas
in meiosis).
undergonemultipleroundsof
and the homologuesand all
replication,
theirduolicateshaveremainedin exact
registerwith eachother,resultingin
hugechromatincablesmanyDNA
strandsthick.
The four polytenechromosomesare
normallylinkedtogetherby
regionsneartheir
heterochromatic
centromeresthat aggregateto createa
singlelargechromocenter(pinkregion).
In this preparation,however,the
hasbeensplitinto two
chromocenter
halvesby the squashingprocedureused.
(Adaptedfrom T.S.Painter,J. Hered.
6, 1934.With permissionfrom
25:465-47
OxfordUniversityPress.)
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Figure4-59 Micrographsof polytene
chromosomesfrom Drosophilo salivary
glands.(A) Light micrographof a portion
DNAhasbeen
ofa chromosome.The
stainedwith a fluorescentdye, but a
reverseimage is presentedherethat
rendersthe DNA black rather than white;
the bandsareclearlyseento be regions
This
of increasedDNAconcentration.
chromosomehasbeen ProcessedbY a
high pressuretreatmentso asto show its
distinctpatternof bandsand interbands
more clearly.(B)An electronmicrograph
of a smallsectionof a Droso7hila
polytenechromosomeseenin thin
section.Bandsof very differentthickness
separated
can be readilydistinguished,
whichcontainless
bv interbands,
condensedchromatin.(A,adaptedfrom
D.V.Novikov l. Kireevand A.S.Belmont,
With
Nat.Methods4:483-485,2007.
permission
from MacmillanPublishers
Ltd.B,courtesyofVeikkoSorsa.)
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affect biological function in different ways. some of these non-histone proteins
can spread for long distances along the DNA, imparting a similar chromatin
structure to contiguous regions of the genome (seeFigure 4-46). Thus, in some
regions, all of the chromatin has a similar structure and is separatedfrom neighboring domains by barrier proteins (see Figure 4-47). ft low resolution, the
interphase chromosome can therefore be considered as a mosaic of chromatin
structures, each containing particular nucleosome modifications associated
with a particular set of non-histone proteins. (At a higher level of resolution one
would also emphasize the many sequence-specificDNA-binding proteins that
will be described in Chapter 7).
This view of an interphase chromosome helps us to interpret the results
obtained from studies of polltene chromosomes. By staining with highly specific antibodies, one can show that differently modified histones (Figure 4-60),
as well as distinct sets of non-histone proteins, are located on different polytene
chromosome bands. This suggests a powerful general strategy. By employing
combinations of antibodies that bind tightly to each of the many different histone modifications that create the histone code (seeFigure 4-39), it may be possible to determine which combinations of modifications specify particular types
of chromatin domains. And by carrying out similar experiments with antibodies
that recognize each of the hundreds of different non-histone proteins in chromatin, one can attempt to decipher the many different meanings encoded in
histone modifications.

ThereAreMultipleFormsof Heterochromatin
Molecular studies have led to a reevaluation of our view of heterochromatin. For
many decades,heterochromatin was thought to be a single entity defined by its
highly condensed structure and its ability ro silence genes permanently. But if
we define heterochromatin as a form of compact chromatin that can silence
genes, be epigenetically inherited, and spread along chromosomes to cause
position effect variegation (seeFigure 4-36), it is clear that different types ofheterochromatin exist. In fact, we have already considered three of these types in
discussing the human centromere (seeFigure 4-50).
Each domain of heterochromatin is thought to be formed by the cooperative
assemblyof a set of non-histone proteins. For example,classicalpericentromeric
heterochromatin contains more than six such proteins, including heterochromatin protein I (HPI), whereas the so-called polycomb form of heterochromatin
contains a similar number of proteins in a non-overlapping set (pcc proteins).
There are hundreds of small blocks of heterochromatin spread across the arms
of Drosophilapolytene chromosomes, as identified by their late replication (discussedin chapter 5). Antibody staining of these regions of heterochromatin suggests that the knor,tm forms of heterochromatin can account for no more than
half of the heterchromatic polytene bands (Figure 4--61).Thus, other rypes of
heterochromatin must exist whose protein composition is not knolrm. rt is titetv

Figure4-60 The pattern of histone
modificationson Drosophilapolytene
chromosomes.Antibodiesthat
specificallyrecognizedifferenthistone
modificationscan revealwhere each
modificationis found with referenceto
the manybandsand interbandson these
chromosomes.
In the two preparations
shownhere,the positionsof two
differentmarkingson histoneH3 tailsare
compared.In both cases,
the antibody
labelingthe modifiedhistoneis green,
and the DNAis stainedred.Onlya small
regionsurrounding
eachchromocenter
is
shown.(A) DimethylLys9 (green)is a
histonemodification
associated
with the
pericentric
heterochromatin.
lt is seento
be associatedwith the chromocenter.
(B)Acetylated Lys9 (green)is a
modification
that is concentrated
in
histonesassociated
with activegenes.lt
is seento be presentin numerousbands
on the chromosome
arms,but not in the
heterochromatic
chromocenter.
Similar
experiments
can be carriedout to
positionmanyothermodifiedhistones,
proteins(see,
aswell asthe non-histone
for example,Figure 22-45 for
chromosomes
stainedfor Polycomb).
(Adaptedfrom A. Ebert,S.Lein,
G. Schottaand G. Reuter,Chromosome
Res.14:377-392,2006.With permission
from Springer.)
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percentof heterochromatin
sites
Figure4-61 Evidencefor multipleforms
of heterochromatin,In this study,240
late-replicatingsiteson the Drosophila
polytenechromosome
armswere
examinedfor the presenceof two nonhistoneproteins.
Theseproteinsare
knownto help compacttwo different
forms of heterochromatin(seetext).As
indicated,
antibodystainingsuggests
that roughlyhalfof the sitesare
packagedinto forms of heterochromatin
that are differentfrom eitherof these
two. Experiments
suchasthese
demonstrate
that we havea greatdeal
moreto learnaboutthe packagingof
DNA in eucaryotes.(Datafrom
l.F.Zhimulevand E.5.Belyaeva,
BioEssays
25:1040-1051, 2003.With permission
from JohnWiley& Sons.)
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that each of these types of heterochromatin is differently regulated and has different roles in the cell.
The chromatin structure in each domain ultimately depends on the proteins
that bind to specific DNA sequences,and these are kno'o,nto vary depending on
the cell type and its stageof development in a multicellular organism. Thus, both
the pattern of chromatin domains and their individual compositions (nucleosome modifications plus non-histone proteins) can vary between tissues.These
differences make different genes accessible for genetic readout, helping to
explain the cell diversification that accompanies embryonic development
(describedin Chapter 22).Comparisons of the polyene chromosomes in two different tissues of a fly lend support to this general idea: although the patterns of
bands and interbands are largely the same,there are reproducible differences.

Whenthe GenesWithinThemAre
ChromatinLoopsDecondense
Expressed
\Mhen an insect progressesfrom one developmental stageto another, distinctive
chromosome puffs arise and old puffs recede in its polltene chromosomes as
new genes become expressedand old ones are turned off (Figure 4-62). From
inspection of each puff when it is relatively small and the banding pattern is still
discernible, it seems that most puffs arise from the decondensation of a single
chromosome band.
The individual chromatin fibers that make up a puff can be visualized with
an electron microscope. In favorable cases, loops are seen, much like those
observed in the amphibian lampbrush chromosomes discussed above' \A4ren
not expressed,the loop of DNA assumesa thickened structure, possibly a folded
30-nm fiber, but when gene expression is occurring, the loop becomes more
extended. In electron micrographs, the chromatin located on either side of the
decondensed loop appears considerably more compact, suggestingthat a loop
constitutes a distinct functional domain of chromatin structure.
Observations made in human cells also suggestthat highly folded Ioops of
chromatin expand to occupy an increased volume when a gene within them is
expressed.For example, quiescent chromosome regions from 0.4 to 2 million
nucleotide pairs in length appear as compact dots in an interphase nucleus
when visualized by fluorescence microscopy using FISH or other technologies.
However, the same DNA is seen to occupy a Iarger territory when its genes are
expressed,with elongated, punctate structures replacing the original dot.

1 0p t
Figure 4-62 RNAsynthesisin polytene
chromosomepuffs.An autoradiograph
of a singlepuff in a polytene
from the salivaryglandsof
chromosome
the freshwatermidge C.tentans.As
outlinedin Chapter1 and describedin
detailin Chapter6, the firststepin gene
of an RNA
is the synthesis
expression
moleculeusingthe DNAasa template.
portionofthe
Thedecondensed
chromosomeis undergoingRNA
and hasbecomelabeledwith
synthesis
3H-uridine
(seep. 603),an RNAprecursor
into
moleculethat is incorporated
of Jos6
growingRNAchains.(Courtesy
Bonner.)

SitesWithinthe Nucleusto Alter
ChromatinCanMoveto Specific
GeneExpression
New ways of visualizing individual chromosomes have shonm that each of the 46
interphase chromosomes in a human cell tends to occupy its ovrmdiscrete territory within the nucleus (Figure tl-63). However, pictures such as these present
only an average view of the DNA in each chromosome. Experiments that specifically localize the heterochromatic regions of a chromosome reveal that they are
often closely associated with the nuclear lamina, regardless of the chromosome
examined. And DNA probes that preferentially stain gene-rich regions of human
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of the chromosometerritories
visualization
Figure4-63 Simultaneous
for all of the human chromosomesin a singleinterphasenucleus.A FISH
for markingthe DNAof
analysis
usinga differentmixtureof fluorochromes
detectedwith sevencolorchannelsin a fluoresence
eachchromosome,
in threeto be distinguished
microscope,
allowseachchromosome
eachchromosomeis
Belowthe micrograph,
reconstructions.
dimensional
of the actualimage.Notethat the two
identifiedin a schematic
(e.g.,the two copiesof chromosome9),arenot
homologouschromosomes
(FromM.R.Speicher
Nat'Rev.Genet.
and N.P.Carter,
in generalco-located.
Ltd.)
from MacmillanPublishers
With permission
6:782-792,2005.
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Figure4-64Thedistribution
of gene-rich
regions
of the humangenome
in an interphase
nucleus.
Gene-rich
regions
havebeenvisualized
witha
fluorescent
probethathybridizes
to theAluinterspersed
repeat,
whichis
present
in morethana millioncopies
in thehumangenome(seeFigure
5-75).Forunknown
reasons,
thesesequences
cluster
in chromosomal
regions
richin genes.
Inthisrepresentation,
regions
enriched
fortheAlu
sequence
ategreen,regions
depletedfor thesesequences
arered,while
theaverage
regions
areyel/or,v.
Thegene-rich
regions
areseento be
depletedin the DNAnearthe nuclear
(FromA. Bolzeret al.,pLoS
envelope.
Biol.3:826-842,
2005.Withpermission
frompublicLibrarvof Science.)

chromosomes produce a striking picture of the interphase nucleus that presumably reflects different average positions for active and inactive genes (Figure
4-Sq.
A variety of different types of experiments have led to the conclusion that
the position of a gene in the interior of the nucleus changes when it becomes
highly expressed.Thus, a region that becomes very actively transcribed is often
found to extend out of its chromosome territory, as if in an extended loop (Figure 4-65). We will see in Chapter 6 that the initiation of transcription-the first
step in gene expression-requires the assembly of over 100 proteins, and it
makes sensethat this would occur most rapidly in regions of the nucleus particularly rich in these proteins.
More generally,it is clear that the nucleus is very heterogeneous,with functionally different regions to which portions of chromosomes can move as they
are subjected to different biochemical processes-such as when their gene
expression changes (Figure 4-66). There is evidence that some of these nuclear
regions are marked with different inositol phospholipids, reminiscent of the way
that the same lipids are used to distinguish different membranes in the cytoplasm (seeFigure 13-11). But what these lipids are attached to in the interior of
the nucleus is a mystery as the onlyknown lipid-rich environments are the lipid
bilayers of the nuclear envelope.
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detected by hybridization
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Figure4-65 An effect of high levelsof
gene expressionon the intranuclear
location of chromatin.(A) Fluorescence
micrographs
of humannucleishowing
how the positionof a genechanges
when it becomeshighlytranscribed.
The
regionof the chromosomeadjacentto
the gene (red)is seento leaveits
chromosomalterritory(green)only when
it is highlyactive.(B)Schematic
representationof a largeloop of
chromatinthat expandswhen the geneis
on,and contractswhen the geneis off
Othergenesthat arelessactively
expressed
can be shownby the same
methodsto remaininsidetheir
chromosomal
territorywhen transcribed.
(FromJ.R.Chubb and W.A.Bickmore,Cel/
112:403-406,2003.With permissionfrom
Elsevier.)
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Figure4-66 The movement of genesto
different regionsof the nucleuswhen
their expressionchanges.The interiorof
and
the nucleusis very heterogeneous,
are
differentnuclearneighborhoods
knownto havedistincteffectson gene
Movementssuchasthose
exoression.
reflect
indicatedherepresumably
that the
changesin the bindingaffinities
chromatinand RNAmolecules
a genehavefor different
surrounding
lt is thoughtthat
nuclearneighborhoods.
the movementis drivenby diffusionand
doesnot reouirea directedmovement
process,
inasmuchas eachregionof a
chromosomecan be seento undergo
constantrandommotionwhen marked
in a way that allowsits positionto be
followedin a livingcell.

Forma Setof DistinctBiochemical
Networksof Macromolecules
n si d eth e N u cl e u s
E n v i r o n m e nits
In Chapter 6, we describe the function of a variety of subcompartments that are
present within the nucleus. The largest and most obvious of these is the nucleoIus, a structure well known to microscopists even in the 19th century (seeFigure
4-9). Nucleolar regions consist of networks of RNAs and proteins surrounding
transcribing ribosomal RNA genes, often existing as multiple nucleoli. The
nucleolus is the cell's site of ribosome assembly and maturation, as well as the
place where many other specialized reactions occur.
A variety of less obvious organelles are also present inside the nucleus. For
example, spherical structures called Cajal bodies and interchromatin granule
clusters are present in most plant and animal cells (Figure 4-67). Like the nucleolus, these organellesare composed of selectedprotein and RNA molecules that
bind together to create networks that are highly permeable to other protein and
RNA molecules in the surrounding nucleoplasm (Figure 4-68).
Structures such as these can create distinct biochemical environments by
immobilizing select groups of macromolecules, as can other networks of proteins and RNA molecules associatedwith nuclear pores and with the nuclear
envelope. In principle, this allows the molecules that enter these spaces to be
processedwith great efficiency through complex reaction pathways. Highly permeable, fibrous networks of this sort can thereby impart many of the kinetic
advantagesof compartmentalization (seep. 186) to reactions that take place in
the nucleus (Figure 4-69A). However, unlike the membrane-bound compartments in the cltoplasm (discussedin Chapter 12), these nuclear subcompartments-lacking a lipid bilayer membrane-can neither concentrate nor exclude
specific small molecules.
The cell has a remarkable ability to construct distinct biochemical environments inside the nucleus. Those thus far mentioned facilitate various aspectsof
gene expressionto be discussedin Chapter 6 (seeFigure 6-49). Like the nucleolus, these subcompartments appear to form only as needed, and they create a
high local concentration of the many different enzlrnes and RNA molecules
needed for a particular process.In an analogous way, when DNA is damaged by
irradiation, the set of enzymes needed to carry out DNA repair are observed to
congregate in discrete foci inside the nucleus, creating "repair factories" (see
Figure 5-60). And nuclei often contain hundreds of discrete foci representing
factories for DNA or RNA synthesis.
It seemslikely that all of these entities make use of the type of tethering illustrated in Figure 4-698, where Iong flexible lengths of pollpeptide chain (or some
other polymer) are interspersed with binding sites that concentrate the multiple
proteins and/or RNA molecules that are needed to catalyzea particular process.
Not surprisingly, tethers are similarly used to help to speed biological processes

fr
Figure 4-67 Electronmicrographshowing
two very common fibrous nuclear
The largespherehere
subcompartments.
is a Cajalbody.Thesmallerdarkersphereis
granulecluster,
also
an interchromatin
knownasa spreckle(seealsoFigure6-49).
arefrom the
organelles"
These"subnuclear
nucleusof aXenopusoocYte.(From
K.E.Handwergerand J.G.Gall,TrendsCell
With permissionfrom
Biol.16:19-26,2006.
Elsevier.)
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in the cytoplasm, increasing specific reaction rates (for example, see Figure
l6-38).
Is there also is an intranuclear framework, analogous to the cltoskeleton, on
which chromosomes and other components of the nucleus are organized? The
nuclear matrix, or scaffold, has been defined as the insoluble material left in the
nucleus after a series of biochemical extraction steps. Many of the proteins and
RNA molecules that form this insoluble material are likely to be derived from the
flbrous subcompartments of the nucleus just discussed, while others seem to be
proteins that help to form the base of chromosomal loops or to attach chromosomes to other structures in the nucleus. Whether or not the nucleus also contains

Figure4-69 Effectivecompartmentalizationwithout a bilayer membrane.(A)Schematic
illustration
of the organization
of a spherical
subnuclear
organelle(/eft)and of a postulated
similarlyorganizedsubcompartment
just beneaththe nuclearenvelope(rlght).In both cases,
RNAsand/or proteins(groy)associate
to form highly porous,gel-likestructuresthat contain
binding sitesfor other specificproteinsand RNAmolecules(coloredobjects).
(B)How tne
tetheringof a selectedsetof proteinsand RNAmolecules
to long flexiblepolymerchains,as in
A, could create"stagingareas"that greatlyspeedthe ratesof reactionsin subcompartmentsof
the nucleus.The
reactions
catalyzed
will dependon the particularmacromolecules
that are
localizedby the tethering.The sametype of rateaccelerations
are of courseexpectedfor similar
subcompartments
established
elsewhere
in the cell(seealsoFigure3-g0C).

Figure4-68 An experiment showing
that the subnuclearorganellesare
highly permeableto macromolecules.
In
thesemicrographsof a living oocyte
nucleus,
the top row comparesthe
fluorescence
of the interiorsof nucleoli,
Cajalbodies,and sprecklesto the
fluorescence
of the surrounding
nucleoplasm,
12 hoursafterfluorescent
dextransof the indicatedmolecular
weight had been injectedinto the
nucleoplasm.
The brightness
of each
organellereflectsits permeability,with
the mostpermeableorganellebeingthe
brightest.Forcomparison,
the bottom
row presentsnormallight micrographs
of
the samemicroscope
fields,with the
nucleolusin eachfieldof view marked
brownto distinguishit. Cajalbodiescan
be seento be more permeablethan
quantitationshows
nucleoli.However,
that a great deal of dextranenterseach
organelle,evenfor the largestdextran
tested.(FromK.E.Handwerger,
J.A.Corderoand J.G.Gall,Mol. Biol.Cell
'16.'202-2'11,
2005.With permissionfrom
AmericanSocietyof CellBiology.)
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Figure4-70 A typicalmitoticchromosome
Eachsister
at metaphase.
chromatid
contains
oneof two identical
daughter
DNAmolecules
(seealsoFigure
generated
17-26).
earlier
in thecellcycleby DNAreplication

cnromosome

long filaments that form organized tracks on which nuclear components can
move, analogous to some of the filaments in the cytoplasm, is still disputed.

MitoticChromosomes
Are Formedfrom Chromatinin lts Most
CondensedState
Having discussed the dynamic structure of interphase chromosomes, we now
turn to mitotic chromosomes.The chromosomes from nearly all eucaryotic cells
become readily visible by light microscopy during mitosis, when they coil up to
form highly condensed structures. This condensation reduces the length of a
tJ,?ical interphase chromosome only about tenfold, but it produces a dramatic
change in chromosome appearance.
Figure 4-70 depicts a typical mitotic chromosome at the metaphase stage
of mitosis (for the stages of mitosis, see Figure 17-3). The two daughter DNA
molecules produced by DNA replication during interphase of the cell-division
cycle are separately folded to produce two sister chromosomes, or sister chromatids, held together at their centromeres (see also Figure 4-50). These chromosomes are normally covered with a variety of molecules, including large
amounts of RNA-protein complexes.Once this covering has been stripped away,
each chromatid can be seen in electron micrographs to be organized into loops
of chromatin emanating from a central scaffolding (Figure 4-71), Experiments
using DNA hybridization to detect specific DNA sequencesdemonstrate that the
order of visible features along a mitotic chromosome at least roughly reflects the
order of genes along the DNA molecule. Mitotic chromosome condensation can
thus be thought of as the final level in the hierarchy of chromosome packaging
(Figure 4-72).
The compaction of chromosomes during mitosis is a highly organized and
dynamic process that serves at least two important purposes. First, when condensation is complete (in metaphase), sister chromatids have been disentangled from each other and lie side by side. Thus, the sister chromatids can easily
separate when the mitotic apparatus begins pulling them apart. Second, the
compaction of chromosomes protects the relatively fragile DNA molecules from
being broken as they are pulled to separatedaughter cells.
The condensation of interphase chromosomes into mitotic chromosomes
begins in early M phase, and it is intimately connected with the progression of
the cell cycle, as discussedin detail in Chapter 17. During M phase, gene expression shuts do'n'm,and specific modifications are made to histones that help to
reorganize the chromatin as it compacts. The compaction is aided by a class of
proteins called condenslns, which use the energy of ATP hydrolysis to help coil
the two DNA molecules in an interphase chromosome to produce the two chromatids of a mitotic chromosome. Condensins are large protein complexes built
from SMC protein dimers: these dimers form when two stiff, elongated protein
monomers join at their tails to form a hinge, leaving two globular head domains
at the other end that bind DNA and hydrolyze ATP (Figure 4-73).\,Vhen added
to purified DNA, condensins can make large right-handed loops in DNA
molecules in a reaction that requires ATP Although it is not yet known how they
act on chromatin, the coiling model shornmin Figure 4-73C is based on the fact
that condensins are a major structural component that end up at the core of
metaphase chromosomes, with about one molecule of condensin for every
Figure4-71 A scanningelectron micrographof a region near one end of
a typical mitotic chromosome.Eachknoblikeprojectionis believedto
represent
the tip of a separateloopeddomain.Notethat the two identical
pairedchromatids(drawnin Figure4-70) can be clearlydistinguished.
(FromM.P.Marsdenand U.K.Laemmli,Cell17:849-858,1979.With
permissionfrom Elsevier.)
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Figure4-73 The SMCproteinsin condensins.
(A)Electronmicrographs
of
a purifiedSMCdimer.(B)Thestructureof a SMCdimer.The long central
regionof this proteinis an antiparallel
coiled-coil(seeFigure3-9) with a
flexiblehingein its middle.(C)A modelfor the way in whichthe SMC
proteinsin condensins
might compactchromatin.In reality,SMCproteins
arecomponentsof a much largercondensincomplex.lt hasbeen
proposedthat, in the cell,condensins
coil long stringsof loopedchromatin
domains(seeFigure4-57).lnthis wa, the condensins
couldform a
structuralframeworkthat maintainsthe DNAin a highlyorganizedstate
duringmetaphase
of the cellcycle.(A,courtesyof H.P.Erickson;
B and C,
adaptedfrom T. Hirano,Not.Rev.Mol.CellBiol.7:311-322,2006.
With
permission
from MacmillanPublishers
Ltd.)

Figure4-72 Chromatin packing.This
modelshowssomeof the manylevelsof
chromatinpackingpostulatedto giverise
to the highlycondensedmitotic
chromosome.
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Figure4-74 The locationof condensinin condensedmitotic
(A)Fluorescence
at
chromosomes.
micrographof a humanchromosome
mitosis,stainedwith an antibodythat localizes
In chromosomes
condensin.
in
that arethis highlycondensed,
the condensinis seento be concentrated
punctatestructures
show
alongthe chromosome
axis.Similarexperiments
a similarlocationfor DNAtopoisomerase
ll,an enzymethat makes
reversible
double-strand
breaksin DNAthat allowone DNAdoublehelixto

(A)

lHjiJ#l=il:liij$:H';i;i.?;ii],1il"T,",%"J,3"JliX:?n.,".,,0

is seenin crosssection,with the chromosome
to the
axisperpendicular
planeof the paper.(A,from K.Maeshimaand U.K.Laemmli,Dev.Cell
4:467-480,2003.
With permission
from Elsevier.
B,courtesyof U.K.Laemmli,
from K.Maeshima,
114:365-375,
M. Eltsovand U.K.Laemmli,Chromosoma
2005.With permission
from Springer,)
10,000 nucleotides of DNA (Figure 4-7 4) . \A/hen condensins are experimentally
depleted from a cell, chromosome condensation still occurs, but the process is
abnormal.

Summary
Chromosomesare generallydecondensedduringinterphase, so that the details of their
structure are dfficult to uisualize.Notable exceptionsare the specializedlampbrush
chromosomesof uertebrateoocytesand the polytene chromosomesin the giant secretory cellsof insects.Studiesof thesetwo typesof interphasechromosomessuggestthat
each long DNA moleculein a chromosomeis diuided into a large number of discrete
domains organizedas loopsof chromatin, each loop probably consistingof a 30-nm
chromatinfiber that is compactedbyfurther folding.IAlhengenescontainedin a loop
are expressed,the loop unfolds and allows the cell'smachinery accessto the DNA.
Interphasechromosomesoccupydiscreteterritories in the cell nucleus;that is,they
are not extensiuelyintertwined.Euchromatin makesup most of interphasechromosomes and, when not being transcribed, it probably existsas tightly folded 30-nm
flbers. Howeuer,euchromatin is interrupted by stretchesof heterochromatin, in which
the 30-nm fibers are subjectedto additional packing that usually rendersit resistantto
gene expression.Heterochromatin existsin seueralforms, some of which arefound in
large blocks in and around centromeresand near telomeres.But heterochromatin is
also presentat many other positions on chromosomes,where it can serueto regulate
deuelopmentallyimportant genes.
The interior of the nucleusk highly dynamic, with heterochromatinoften positioned near the nuclear enuelopeand loops of chromatin mouing away from their
chromosometerritory when genesare ueryhighly expressed.This reflectsthe existence
of nuclearsubcompartments,wheredffirent setsof biochemicalreactionsarefacili'
tated by an increasedconcentration of selectedproteins and RNAs.The components
inuolued in forming a subcompartment can self-assembleinto discreteorganellessuch
as nucleoli or Cajal bodies; they can also be tethered to fixed structures such as the
nuclearenuelope.
During mitosis,geneexpressionshutsdown and all chromosomesadopt a highly
condensedconformation in a processthat beginsearly in M phase to packagethe two
DNA moleculesof each replicated chromosomeas two separatelyfolded chromatids.
This processis accompaniedby histone modifications that facilitate chromatin packing. Howeuer,satisfactorycompletion of this orderly process,which reducesthe end-toend distance of each DNA moleculefrom its interphaselength by an additional factor
of ten, requirescondensinproteins.

HOWGENOMES
EVOLVE
In this chapter, we have discussedthe structure of genes and the ways that they
are packaged and arranged in chromosomes. In this final section, we provide an
overview of some of the ways that genes and genomes have evolved over time
to produce the vast diversity of modern-day life forms on our planet. Genome
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sequencing has revolutionized our view of the process of molecular evolution,
uncovering an astonishing wealth of information about specific family relationships among organisms, as well as illuminating evolutionary mechanisms
more generally.
It is perhaps not surprising that geneswith similar functions can be found in
a diverse range of living things. But the great revelation of the past 25 years has
been the discovery that the actual nucleotide sequencesof many genes are sufficiently well conserved that homologous genes-that is, genes that are similar
in both their nucleotide sequence and function because of a common ancestry-can often be recognized across vast phylogenetic distances. For example,
unmistakable homologs of many human genesare easyto detect in such organisms as nematode worms, fruit flies, yeasts, and even bacteria. In many cases,
the resemblance is so close that the protein-coding portion of a yeast gene can
be substituted with its human homolog-even though we and yeast are separated by more than a billion years of evolutionary history.
As emphasized in Chapter 3, the recognition of sequence similarity has
become a major tool for inferring gene and protein function. Although finding a
sequencematch does not guarantee similarity in function, it has proven to be an
excellentclue.Thus, it is often possibleto predict the function of genesin humans
for which no biochemical or geneticinformation is availablesimply by comparing
their nucleotide sequenceswith the sequencesof genesin other organisms.
In general, gene sequences are more tightly conserved than is overall
genome structure. As we saw earlier, other features of genome organization
such as genome size,number of chromosomes,order of genesalong chromosomes, abundance and size of introns, and amount of repetitive DNA are found
to differ greatly among organisms, as does the number of genes that an organism contains.
The number of genes is only very roughly correlated with the phenotypic
complexity of an organism (seeTable l-l). Much of the increasein gene number
observed with increasing biological complexity involves the expansion of families of closely related genes, an observation that establishes gene duplication
and divergence as major evolutionary processes.Indeed, it is likely that all present-day genes are descendants-via the processesof duplication, divergence,
and reassortment of gene segments-of a few ancestral genes that existed in
early life forms.

GenomeAlterations
areCausedby Failures
of the Normal
M e c h a n i s mf or
s C o p yi n ga n d Ma i n ta i ning
DNA
cells in the germline do not have specialized mechanisms for creating changes
in the structures of their genomes: evolution depends instead on accidents and
mistakes followed by nonrandom survival. Most of the genetic changes that
occur result simply from failures in the normal mechanisms by which genomes
are copied or repaired when damaged, although the movement of transposable
DNA elements also plays an important role. As we will discuss in chapter 5, the
mechanisms that maintain DNA sequences are remarkably precise-but they
are not perfect. For example, because of the elaborate DNA-replication and
DNA-repair mechanisms that enable DNA sequences to be inherited with
extraordinary fidelity, along a given line of descent only about one nucleotide
pair in a thousand is randomly changed in the germline every million years.
Even so, in a population of 10,000diploid individuals, every possible nucleotide
substitution will have been "tried out" on about 20 occasions in the course of a
million years-a short span of time in relation to the evolution of species.
Errors in DNA replication, DNA recombination, or DNA repair can lead either
to simple changes in DNA sequence-such as the substitution of one base pair
for another-or to large-scalegenome rearrangements such as deletions, duplications, inversions,and translocations of DNA from one chromosome to another.
In addition to these failures of the genetic machinery, the various mobile DNA
elements that will be described in chapter 5 are an important source of genomic
change (seeTable 5-3, p. 318). These transposable DNA elements (ransposons)
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are parasitic DNA sequences that colonize genomes and can spread within
them. In the process, they often disrupt the function or alter the regulation of
existing genes. On occasion, they can even create altogether novel genes
through fusions between transposon sequencesand segmentsof existing genes.
Over long periods of evolutionary time, transposons have profoundly affected
the structure of genomes. In fact, nearly half of the DNA in the human genome
has recognizable sequence similarity with known transposon sequences,
thereby indicating that these sequences are remnants of past transposition
events (see Figure 4-17). Even more of our genome is no doubt derived from
transposition events that occurred so long ago (>l0B years) that the sequences
can no longer be traced to transposons.

TheGenomeSequences
of TwoSpecies
Differin Proportionto
the Lengthof TimeThatTheyHaveSeparately
Evolved
The differences between the genomes of species alive today have accumulated
over more than 3 billion years. Lacking a direct record of changes over time, we
can nevertheless reconstruct the process of genome evolution from detailed
comparisons of the genomes of contemporary organisms.
The basic tool of comparative genomics is the phylogenetic tree. A simple
example is the tree describing the divergence of humans from the great apes
(Figure 4-75). The primary support for this tree comes from comparisons of
gene or protein sequences.For example, comparisons between the sequencesof
human genes or proteins and those of the great apes tlpically reveal the fewest
differencesbetween human and chimpanzee and the most between human and
orangutan.
For closely related organisms such as humans and chimpanzees, it is relatively easyto reconstruct the gene sequencesof the extinct, last common ancestor of the two species (Figure 4-76). The close similarity between human and
chimpanzee genesis mainly due to the short time that has been available for the
accumulation of mutations in the two diverging lineages, rather than to functional constraints that have kept the sequencesthe same. Evidence for this view
comes from the observation that even DNA sequenceswhose nucleotide order
is functionally unconstrained-such as the sequences that code for the fibrinopeptides (seep. 264) or the third position of "synonymous" codons (codons
specifying the same amino acid-see Figure 4-76)-are nearly identical in
humans and chimpanzees.
For much less closely related organisms, such as humans and chickens
(which have evolved separatelyfor about 300 million years), the sequence conservation found in genes is largely due to purifying selection (that is, selection
that eliminates individuals carrying mutations that interfere with important
genetic functions), rather than to an inadequate time for mutations to occur. As
a result, protein-coding, RNA-coding, and regulatory sequencesin the DNA are
often remarkably conserved. In contrast, most DNA sequences in the human
and chicken genomes have diverged so far due to multiple mutations that it is
often impossible to align them with one another.
15
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Figure4-75 A phylogenetictree showing
the relationshipbetweenthe human and
the great apes basedon nucleotide
the sequences
sequencedata,As indicated,
of the genomesof allfour speciesare
estimatedto differfrom the sequenceof
the genomeof their lastcommonancestor
changesoccur
Because
by a littleover 1.5ol0.
on both diverginglineages,
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(Modifiedfrom
approximately1.2olo.
F.C.Chenand W.H.Li,Am.J. Hum.Genet.
68:444-456,2001.With permissionfrom
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with the fossil record has led to the best available view of the evolution of modern life forms. The fossil record remains important as a source of absolute dates
based on the decay of radioisotopes in the rock formations in which fossils are
found. However, precise divergence times between speciesare difficult to establish from the fossil record, even for species that leave good fossils with distinctive morphology.
Such integrated phylogenetic trees suggestthat changes in the sequencesof
particular genes or proteins tend to occur at a nearly constant rate, although
rates that differ from the norm by as much as twofold are observed in particular
lineages.As discussedabove and in Chapter 5, this "molecular clock" runs most
rapidly and regularly in sequencesthat are not subject to purifying selectionsuch as intergenic regions, portions of introns that lack splicing or regulatory
signals, and genes that have been irreversibly inactivated by mutation (the socalled pseudogenes).The clock runs most slowly for sequencesthat are subject
to strong functional constraints-for example, the amino acid sequencesof proteins such as actin that engage in specific interactions with large numbers of
other proteins and whose structure is therefore highly constrained (see, for
example,Figure 16-18).
Occasionally, rapid change is seen in a previously highly conserved
sequence.As discussedlater in this chapter, such episodes are especially interesting becausethey are thought to reflect periods of strong positive selection for
mutations that conferred a selective advantage in the particular lineage where
the rapid change occurred.
Molecular clocks run at rates that are determined both by mutation rates and
by the degree of purifying selection on particular sequences.Therefore, a completely different calibration is required for those genes replicated and repaired by
different systems within cells. Most notably, in animals, although not in plants,
clocks based on functionally unconstrained mitochondrial DNA sequencesrun
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much faster than clocks based on functionally unconstrained nuclear sequences,
due to an unusually high mutation rate in animal mitochondria.
Molecular clocks have a finer time resolution than the fossil record and are
a more reliable guide to the detailed structure of phylogenetic trees than are
classicalmethods of tree construction, which are based on comparisons of the
morphology and development of different species.For example,the precise relationship among the great-ape and human lineages was not settled until sufficient molecular-sequence data accumulated in the 1980s to produce the tree
that was shor,rmin Figure 4-75. And with huge amounts of DNA sequence now
determined from a variety of mammals, much better estimates of our relationship to them are being obtained (Figure 4-77).

A Comparison
of Humanand MouseChromosomes
ShowsHow
TheStructuresof GenomesDiverge
As would be expected, the human and chimpanzee genomes are much more
alike than are the human and mouse genomes. Although the size of the human
and mouse genomes are roughly the same and they contain nearly identical sets
of genes, there has been a much longer time period over which changes have
had a chance to accumulate-approximately
80 million years versus 6 million
years. In addition, as indicated in Figure 4-77, rodent lineages (representedby
the rat and the mouse) have unusually fast molecular clocks. Hence, these lineages have diverged from the human lineage more rapidly than otherwise
expected.
As indicated by the DNA sequencecomparison in Figure 4-78, mutation has
led to extensive sequence divergencebetween humans and mice at all sites that
are not under selection-such as most nucleotide sequencesin introns. In con-
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Figure4-78 Comparison
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same simply because not enough time has elapsed since the last common
ancestor for large numbers of changes to have occurred.
In contrast to the situation for humans and chimpanzees, local gene order
and overall chromosome organization have diverged greatly between humans

ro*"Jinyellor.Notethatthecoding
of the exonismuchmore
sequence
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thanisthe adjacent
conserved
sequence.
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TATTTCTGGTCATGGCTCTTGTCACTGCTGCCTGCTGAAATACAGGGCTGA
ACCAGAGTCTGAGAAACATGTCATGCACCTCCTAGAAGCTGAGAGTTTAT.AAGCCTCGAGTGTACAT.GAAGGATTTGAAAGCACA
GCCAG- - CCC-AGCACTGGCTCCTAGTGGCACTGGACCCAGATAGTCCAAGAAACATTTATTGAACGCCTCCTGAATGCCAGGCACCTACTGGAAGCTGAhuman
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and mice. According to rough estimates, a total of about 180 break-and-rejoin
events have occurred in the human and mouse lineages since these two species
Iast shared a common ancestor. In the process, although the number of chromosomes is similar in the two species(23 per haploid genome in the human versus 20 in the mouse), their overall structures differ greatly. Nonetheless, even
after the extensive genomic shuffling, there are many large blocks of DNA in
which the gene order is the same in the human and the mouse. These stretches
of conserved gene order in chromosomes are referred to as regions of synteny.
An unexpected conclusion from a detailed comparison of the complete
mouse and human genome sequences, confirmed from subsequent comparisons between the genomes of other vertebrates, is that small blocks of
sequencesare being deleted from and added to genomes at a surprisingly rapid
rate. Thus, if we assumethat our common ancestor had a genome of human size
(about 3 billion nucleotide pairs),mice would have lost a total of about 45 percent of that genome from accumulated deletions during the past B0 million
years, while humans would have lost about 25 percent. However, substantial
sequence gains from many small chromosome duplications and from the multiplication of transposons have compensated for these deletions. As a result, our
genome size is unchanged from that of the last common ancestor for humans
and mice, while the mouse genome is smaller by only 0.3 billion nucleotides.
Good evidence for the loss of DNA sequencesin small blocks during evolution can be obtained from a detailed comparison of most regions of synteny in
the human and mouse genomes. The comparative shrinkage of the mouse
genome can be clearly seen from such comparisons, with the net loss of
sequences scattered throughout the long stretches of DNA that are otherwise
homologous (Figure 4-79).
DNA is added to genomes both by the spontaneous duplication of chromosomal segments that contain tens of thousands of nucleotide pairs (as will be
discussed shortly), and by active transposition (most transposition events are
duplicative, becausethe original copy of the transposon stayswhere it was when
a copy inserts at the new site; for example, see Figure 5-74). Comparison of the
DNA sequencesderived from transposons in the human and the mouse therefore readily reveals some of the sequence additions (Figure 4-80).
For unknown reasons, all mammals have genome sizes of about 3 billion
nucleotide pairs that contain nearly identical sets of genes,even though only on
the order of 150 million nucleotide pairs appear to be under sequence-specific
functional constraints.
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Figure 4-79 Comparisonof a syntenic
portion of mouseand human genomes.
About90 percentofthe two genomescan
be alignedin thisway.Notethat while
thereis an identicalorderof the matched
(redmarks),therehas
indexsequences
beena net lossof DNAin the mouse
lineagethat is interspersed
throughoutthe
entireregion.Thistype of net lossistypical
for all suchregions,and it accountsfor the
fact that the mousegenomecontains14
percentlessDNAthan doesthe human
genome.(Adaptedfrom Mouse
Sequencing
Consortiu
m, Noture
420:520-57
3, 2002.With permissionfrom
MacmillanPublishers
Ltd.)

Figure4-80 A comparisonof the
p-globingene clusterin the human and
mousegenomes,showingthe location
of transposable
elements.Thisstretchof
humangenomecontainsfivefunctional
B-globin-likegenes(orange);the
comparable
regionfrom the mouse
genomehasonlyfour.The positionsof
the humanAlu sequenceareindicatedby
greencircles,
and the humanLl
sequences
by redcircles.
The mouse
genomecontainsdifferentbut related
transposable
elements:
the positionsof
B1elements(whichare relatedto the
humanAlu sequences)
areindicatedby
bluetriangles,
and the positionsof the
mouseL1elements(whichare relatedto
the humanL1 sequences)
are indicated
by orangetriangles.
The absenceof
transposable
elementsfrom the globin
structuralgenescan be attributedto
purifyingselection,
whichwould have
eliminatedany insertionthat
genefunction.(Courtesy
compromised
of RossHardisonandWebbMiller.)
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TheSizeof a VertebrateGenomeReflectsthe RelativeRatesof
DNAAdditionand DNALossin a Lineage
Now that we know the complete sequence of a number of vertebrate genomes,
we see that genome size can vary considerably, apparently without a drastic
effect on the organism or its number of genes.Thus, while the mouse and dog
genomes are both in the typical mammalian size range, the chicken has a
genome that is only about one-third human size (one billion nucleotide pairs).
A particularly notable example of an organism with a genome of anomalous size
is the puffer fis}:',Fugu rubripes (Figure 4-81), which has a tiny genome for a vertebrate (0.4 billion nucleotide pairs compared to I billion or more for many
other fish). The small size of the Fugu genome is largely due to the small size of
its introns. Specifically,Fugu introns, as well as other noncoding segmentsof the
Fugu genome, lack the repetitive DNA that makes up a large portion of the
genomes of most well-studied vertebrates. Nevertheless,the positions of Fugu
introns are nearly perfectly conserved relative to their positions in mammalian
genomes (Figure 4-82).
\Mhile initially a mystery we now have a simple explanation for such large
differences in genome size between similar organisms: because all vertebrates
experience a continuous process of DNA loss and DNA addition, the size of a
genome merely depends on the balance between these opposing processesacting over millions of years. Suppose,for example, that in the lineage leading to
Fugu, the rate of DNA addition happened to slow greatly. Over long periods of
time, this would result in a major "cleansing" from this fish genome of those
DNA sequenceswhose loss could be tolerated. In retrospect,the processof purifying selection in the Fugu lineage has partitioned those vertebrate DNA
sequencesmost likely to be functional into only 400 million nucleotide pairs of
DNA, providing a major resource for scientists.

Figure4-81 The pufferfish, Fugu
rubripes.(Courtesyof ByrappaVenkatesh.)

WeCanReconstruct
the Sequence
of SomeAncientGenomes
The genomes of ancestral organisms can be inferred, but never directly
observed: there are no ancient organisms alive today. Although a modern organism such as the horseshoe crab looks remarkably similar to fossil ancestors that
lived 200 million years ago, there is every reason to believe that the horseshoecrab genome has been changing during all that time at a rate similar to that
occurring in other evolutionary lineages.Selection constraints must have maintained key functional properties of the horseshoe-crab genome to account for
the morphological stability of the lineage. However, genome sequencesreveal
that the fraction of the genome subject to purifying selection is small; hence the
genome of the modern horseshoe crab must differ greatly from that of its extinct
ancestors, known to us only through the fossil record.
Is there any way around this problem? Can we ever hope to decipher large
sections of the genome sequence of the extinct ancestors of organisms that are
h u m a ng e n e

100.0
pairs
thousands
of nucleotide

Figure 4-82 Comparisonof the genomic
sequencesof the human and Fugugenes
encodingthe protein huntingtin. Both
genes(indicatedin red)contain
67 shortexonsthat alignin 1:1
to one another;these
correspondence
exonsare connectedby curvedlines.The
humangeneis 7.5timeslargerthan the
Fugugene(180,000versus27,000
nucleotidepairs).The sizedifferenceis
entirelydue to largerintronsin the human
gene.Thelargersizeof the humanintrons
is due in part to the presenceof
whose positionsare
retrotransposons,
representedby greenverticallines;the
In
Fuguintronslackretrotransposons.
humans,mutationof the huntingtingene
causesHuntington'sdisease,an inherited
disorder.(Adapted
neurodegenerative
from S.Baxendaleet al.,Nat.Genet.
'l
0:67-7 6, 1995.With permissionfrom
Ltd.)
MacmillanPublishers
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alive today?For organismsthat are as closelyrelated as human and chimp, we
sawthat this may not be difficult. In that case,referenceto the gorilla sequence
can be be used to sort out which of the few differencesbetween human and
chimp DNA sequenceswasinherited from our common ancestorsome6 million
yearsago (seeFigure4-76).For an ancestorthat hasproduced a largenumber of
different organisms alive today, the DNA sequencesof many speciescan be
compared simultaneouslyto unscramblethe ancestralsequence,allowing scientists to trace DNA sequencesmuch farther back in time. For example,from
the complete genome sequencesof 20 modern mammals that will soon be
obtained,it shouldbe possibleto deciphermost of the genomesequenceof the
100million year-oldBoreoeutherianmammal that gaverise to speciesasdiverse
as dog, mouse,rabbit, armadillo and human (seeFigure4-77).

Multispecies
Sequence
Comparisons
ldentifylmportantDNA
Sequences
of UnknownFunction
The massivequantity of DNA sequencenow in databases(morethan a hundred
billion nucleotide pairs) provides a rich resourcethat scientistscan mine for
many purposes.We have alreadydiscussedhow this information can be usedto
unscramblethe evolutionarypathwaysthat haveled to modern organisms.But
sequencecomparisonsalsoprovide many insightsinto how cellsand organisms
function. Perhapsthe most remarkable discoveryin this realm has been the
observationthat, althoughonly about I.5% of the human genomecodesfor proteins, about three times this amount (in total, 5%of the genome-see Table4-1,
p. 206)has been stronglyconservedduring mammalian evolution.This massof
conservedsequenceis most clearly revealedwhen we align and compareDNA
synteny blocks from many different species.In this way, so-calledmultispecies
conseruedsequences
can be readily identified (Figure 4-83). Most of the noncoding conservedsequencesdiscoveredin this way turn out to be relatively
short, containing between 50 and 200 nucleotide pairs.The strict conservation
gene(cystic
humanCFTR
fibrosistransmembrane
conductance
regulator)
190,000nucleotidepairs
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Figure4-83 The detection of
multispeciesconservedsequences.In
this example,genome sequencesfor
eachofthe organisms
shownhavebeen
comparedwith the indicatedregionof
the humanCFTRgene,scanningin
25 nucleotideblocks.Foreachorganism,
the percentidentity acrossits syntenic
sequencesis plotted in green.Inaddition,
a computationalalgorithmhas been
usedto detect the sequenceswithin this
regionthat are most highly conserved
when the sequencesfrom all of the
organismsaretaken into account.
Besidesthe exon,three other blocksof
multispeciesconservedsequencesare
shown.The function of most such
sequences
in the humangenomeis not
known
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implies that they have important functions that have been maintained by puriffing selection. The puzzle is to unravel what those functions are. Some of the
conserved sequence that does not code for protein codes for untranslated RNA
molecules that are known to have important functions, as we shall see in later
chapters. Another fraction of the noncoding conserved DNA is certainly
involved in regulating the transcription of adjacent genes,as discussedin Chapter 7. But we do not yet know how much of the conserved DNA can be accounted
for in these ways, and the bulk of it is still a deep mystery. The solution to this
mystery is bound to have profound consequences for medicine, and it reveals
how much more we need to learn about the biology of vertebrate organisms.
How can cell biologists tackle this problem? The first step is to distinguish
between the conserved regions that code for protein and those that do not, and
then, among the latter, to focus on those that do not already have some other
identified function, in coding for structural RNA molecules, for example. The
next task is to discover what proteins or RNA molecules bind to these mysterious DNA sequences,how they are packaged into chromatin, and whether they
ever serve as templates for RNA synthesis. Most of this task still lies before us,
but a start has been made, and some remarkable insights have been obtained.
One of the most intriguing concerns the evolutionary changes that have made
us humans different from other animals-changes, that is, in sequences that
have been conserved among our close relatives but have undergone sudden
rapid change in the human sublineage.

Accelerated
Changes
in Previously
Can
Conserved
Sequences
HelpDecipherCriticalStepsin HumanEvolution
As soon as both the human and the chimpanzee genome sequences became
available, scientists began searching for DNA sequence changes that might
account for the striking differences between us and them. With 3 billion
nucleotide pairs to compare in the two species,this might seem an impossible
task. But the job was made much easierby confining the search to 35,000clearly
defined multispecies conserved sequences(a total of about 5 million nucleotide
pairs), representing parts of the genome that are most likely to be functionally
important. Though these sequences are conserved strongly, they are not conserved perfectly, and when the version in one species is compared with that in
another they are generally found to have drifted apart by a small amount corresponding simply to the time elapsed since the last common ancestor.In a small
proportion of cases,however, one seessigns of a sudden evolutionary spurt. For
example, some DNA sequencesthat have been highly conserved in other mammalian speciesare found to have changed exceptionally fast during the six milIion years of human evolution since we diverged from the chimpanzees. Such
human accelerated regions IFIARs) are thought to reflect functions that have
been especially important in making us different in some useful way.
About 50 such sites were identified in one study, one-fourth of which were
located near genes associatedwith neural development. The sequence exhibiting the most rapid change (18 changesbetween human and chimp, compared to
only two changesbetween chimp and chicken) was examined further and found
to encode a 1l8-nucleotide noncoding RNA molecule that is produced in the
human cerebral cortex at a critical time during brain development (Figure
4-84). Although the function of this FIARIF RNA is not yet known, this exciting
finding is stimulating further studies that will hopefully shed light on crucial features of the human brain.

Gene DuplicationProvidesan lmportant Sourceof Genetic
NoveltyDuring Evolution
Evolution depends on the creation of new genes,as well as on the modification
of those that already exist. How does this occur?lVhen we compare organisms
that seem very different-a primate with a rodent, for example, or a mouse with
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a fish-we rarely encounter genes in the one species that have no homolog in
the other. Genes without homologous counterparts are relatively scarce even
when we compare such divergent organisms as a mammal and a worm. On the
other hand, we frequently find gene families that have different numbers of
members in different species.To create such families, genes have been repeatedly duplicated, and the copies have then diverged to take on new functions that
often vary from one speciesto another.
The genes encoding nuclear hormone receptors in humans, a nematode
worm, and a fruit fly illustrate this point (Figure 4-85). Many of the subtypes of
these nuclear receptors (also called intracellular receptors) have close homologs
in all three organisms that are more similar to each other than they are to other
family subtypes present in the same species.Therefore, much of the functional
divergence of this large gene family must have preceded the divergence of these
three evolutionary lineages.Subsequently,one major branch of the gene family
underwent an enormous expansion in the worm lineage only. Similar, but
smaller, lineage-specific expansions of particular subtypes are evident throughout the gene family tree.
Gene duplication occurs at high rates in all evolutionary lineages, contributing to the vigorous process of DNA addition discussed previously. In a
detailed study of spontaneous duplications in yeast, duplications of 50,000 to
250,000 nucleotide pairs were commonly observed, most of which were
tandemly repeated. These appeared to result from DNA replication errors that
Ied to the inexact repair of double-strand chromosome breaks.A comparison of
the human and chimpanzee genomes revealsthat, since the time that these two
organisms diverged, segmental duplications have added about 5 million
nucleotide pairs to each genome every million years, with an average duplication size being about 50,000 nucleotide pairs (however, there are duplications
five times larger, as in yeast). In fact, if one counts nucleotides, duplication
events have created more differences between our two speciesthan have single
nucleotide substitutions.

Duplicated
GenesDiverge
A major question in genome evolution concerns the fate of newly duplicated
genes.In most cases,there is presumed to be little or no selection-at least initially-to maintain the duplicated state since either copy can provide an equiv-

Figure4-84 Initial characterizationof a
new gene detected as a previously
conservedDNA sequencethat evolved
rapidlyin humans.(A)Drawingby Ramon
y Cajalof the outersurfaceof the human
neocortex,
highlightingthe Cajal-Retzius
neurons.(B)Tissueslicesfrom an
embryonichumanbrainshowingpart of
the cortex,with the regioncontainingthe
Cajal-Retzius
neuronshighlightedin
yellow.Upper photograph:cresylviolet
stain.Lowerphotograph:ln sifu
hybridization.The redarrowsindicatethe
cellsthat oroduceHARlF RNAasdetected
by in situhybridization(b/ue).HARlF is a
novelnoncodingRNAthat hasevolved
rapidlyin the humanlineageleadingfrom
the greatapes.TheCajal-Retzius
neurons
makethis RNAat the time when the
neocortexis developing.
The resultsare
intriguing,becausea largeneocortexis
specialto humans;for the behaviorof cells
in formingthis cortex,seeFigure22-99.
(Adaptedfrom K.S,Pollardet al.,Nature
443:167-172, 2006.With permissionfrom
MacmillanPublishers
Ltd.)
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alent function. Hence, many duplication events are likely to be followed by lossof-function mutations in one or the other gene. This cycle would functionally
restore the one-gene state that preceded the duplication. Indeed, there are many
examplesin contemporary genomeswhere one copy of a duplicated gene can be
seen to have become irreversibly inactivated by multiple mutations. Over time,
the sequence similarity between such a pseudogene and the functional gene
whose duplication produced it would be expected to be eroded by the accumulation of many mutations in the pseudogene-the homologous relationship
eventually becoming undetectable.
An alternative fate for gene duplications is for both copies to remain functional, while diverging in their sequence and pattern of expression,thus taking
on different roles. This process of "duplication and divergence" almost certainly
explains the presence of large families of geneswith related functions in biologically complex organisms, and it is thought to play a critical role in the evolution
of increasedbiological complexity. An examination of many different eucaryotic
genomes suggeststhat the probability that any particular gene will undergo a
duplication event that spreadsto most or all individuals in a speciesis approximately l% every million years.
\.Vhole-genome duplications offer particularly dramatic examples of the
duplication-divergence cycle. A whole-genome duplication can occur quite
simply: all that is required is one round of genome replication in a germline cell
lineage without a corresponding cell division. Initially, the chromosome number
simply doubles. Such abrupt increases in the ploidy of an organism are common, particularly in fungi and plants. After a whole-genome duplication, all
genes exist as duplicate copies. However, unless the duplication event occurred
so recently that there has been little time for subsequent alterations in genome
structure, the results of a series of segmental duplications-occurring at different times-are very hard to distinguish from the end product of a wholegenome duplication. In mammals, for example,the role of whole-genome duplications versus a series of piecemeal duplications of DNA segments is quite
uncertain. Nevertheless, it is clear that a great deal of gene duplication has
ocurred in the distant past.
Analysis of the genome of the zebrafish, in which either a whole-genome
duplication or a seriesof more local duplications occurred hundreds of millions
of years ago, has cast some light on the process of gene duplication and divergence.Although many duplicates ofzebrafish genes appear to have been lost by
mutation, a significant fraction-perhaps as many as 30-50%-have diverged
functionally while both copies have remained active. In many cases,the most
obvious functional difference between the duplicated genes is that they are
expressedin different tissues or at different stagesof development (see Figure
22-46). One attractive theory to explain such an end result imagines that different, mildly deleterious mutations occur quickly in both copies of a duplicated
gene set. For example, one copy might lose expressionin a particular tissue as a
result of a regulatory mutation, while the other copy losesexpressionin a second
tissue. Following such an occurrence, both gene copies would be required to
provide the full range of functions that were once supplied by a single gene;
hence, both copies would now be protected from loss through inactivating
mutations. Over a longer period, each copy could then undergo further changes
through which it could acquire new, specializedfeatures.
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Figure4-85 A phylogenetictree based
on the inferred protein sequencesfor all
nuclearhormone receptorsencoded in
the genomesof human (H. saqiens),a
nematodeworm (C.elegansl,and a fruit
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fly (D.melanogoster).
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Figure4-86 A comparisonof the structureof one-chainand four-chain
globins.Thefour-chainglobinshownis hemoglobin,whichis a complexof
two o-globinand two p-globinchains.Theone-chainglobinin some
primitivevertebrates
formsa dimerthat dissociates
when it bindsoxygen,
representing
an intermediate
in the evolutionof the four-chainqlobin.
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TheEvolutionof the GlobinGeneFamilyShowsHowDNA
Duplications
Contributeto the Evolutionof Organisms
The globin gene family provides an especially good example of how DNA duplication generatesnew proteins, becauseits evolutionary history has been worked
out particularlywell. The unmistakable similarities in amino acid sequence and
structure among the present-day globins indicate that they all must derive from
a common ancestral gene, even though some are now encoded by widely separated genes in the mammalian genome.
We can reconstruct some of the past events that produced the various t),pes
of oxygen-carrying hemoglobin molecules by considering the different forms of
the protein in organisms at different positions on the phylogenetic tree of life. A
molecule like hemoglobin was necessaryto allow multicellular animals to grow
to a large size,since large animals could no longer rely on the simple diffusion of
oxygen through the body surface to oxygenate their tissues adequately. Consequently, hemoglobin-like molecules are found in all vertebrates and in many
invertebrates. The most primitive oxygen-carrying molecule in animals is a
globin polypeptide chain of about 150 amino acids, which is found in many
marine worms, insects, and primitive fish. The hemoglobin molecule in more
complex vertebrates, however, is composed of two kinds of globin chains. It
appears that about 500 million years ago, during the continuing evolution of
fish, a series of gene mutations and duplications occurred. These events established two slightly different globin genes,coding for the cr- and B-globin chains,
in the genome of each individual. In modern vertebrates, each hemoglobin
molecule is a complex of two cr chains and two B chains (Figure 4-86). The four
oxygen-binding sites in the u2B2 molecule interact, allowing a cooperative
allosteric change in the molecule as it binds and releasesoxygen,which enables
hemoglobin to take up and releaseoxygen more efficiently than the single-chain
version.
Still later, during the evolution of mammals, the B-chain gene apparently
underwent duplication and mutation to give rise to a second B-like chain that
is synthesized specifically in the fetus. The resulting hemoglobin molecule has
a higher affinity for oxygen than adult hemoglobin and thus helps in the transfer of oxygen from the mother to the fetus. The gene for the new B-like chain
subsequently duplicated and mutated again to produce two new genes, e and
T, the s chain being produced earlier in development (to form cr2e2)than the
fetal y chain, which forms cx2y2.A duplication of the adult B-chain gene
occurred still later, during primate evolution, to give rise to a 6-globin gene
and thus to a minor form of hemoglobin (crz6z)that is found only in adult primates (Figure 4-87).
Each of these duplicated genes has been modified by point mutations that
affect the properties of the final hemoglobin molecule, as well as by changes in
regulatory regions that determine the timing and level of expressionof the gene.
As a result, each globin is made in different amounts at different times of human
development (seeFigure 7-648).
The end result of the gene duplication processesthat have given rise to the
diversity of globin chains is seen clearly in the human genes that arose from
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the original B gene, which are arranged as a series of homologous DNA
sequences located within 50,000 nucleotide pairs of one another. A similar
cluster of a-globin genes is located on a separate human chromosome.
Because the cr- and B-globin gene clusters are on separate chromosomes in
birds and mammals but are together in the frog Xenopus, it is believed that a
chromosome translocation event separated the two gene clusters about 300
million years ago (see Figure 4-87).
There are several duplicated globin DNA sequencesin the cx-and B-globin
gene clusters that are not functional genesbut pseudogenes.These have a close
sequencesimilarity to the functional genesbut have been disabled by mutations
that prevent their expression.The existenceof such pseudogenesmakes it clear
that, as expected, not every DNA duplication leads to a new functional gene.We
also know that nonfunctional DNA sequencesare not rapidly discarded, as indicated by the large excess of noncoding DNA that is found in mammalian
genomes.

GenesEncodingNewProteins
CanBeCreatedby the
Recombination
of Exons
The role of DNA duplication in evolution is not confined to the expansion of
gene families. It can also act on a smaller scale to create single genes by stringing together short duplicated segments of DNA. The proteins encoded by genes
generated in this way can be recognized by the presence of repeating similar
protein domains, which are covalently linked to one another in series. The
immunoglobulins (Figure 4-88) and albumins, for example, as well as most
fibrous proteins (such as collagens) are encoded by genes that have evolved by
repeated duplications of a primordial DNA sequence.
In genesthat have evolved in this way, as well as in many other genes,each
separateexon often encodes an individual protein folding unit, or domain. It is
believed that the organization of DNA coding sequences as a series of such
exons separatedby long introns has greatly facilitated the evolution of new proteins. The duplications necessaryto form a single gene coding for a protein with
repeating domains, for example, can often occur by breaking and rejoining the
DNA anl"where in the long introns on either side of an exon; without introns
there would be only a few sites in the original gene at which a recombinational
exchangebetween DNA molecules could duplicate the domain. By enabling the
duplication to occur by recombination at many potential sites rather than just a
few, introns increase the probability of a favorable duplication event.
More generally,we know from genome sequencesthat the various parts of
genes-both their individual exons and their regulatory elements-have served
as modular elements that have been duplicated and moved about the genome
to createthe great diversity of living things. Thus, for example, many present-day
proteins are formed as a patchwork of domains from different origins, reflecting
their long evolutionary history (seeFigure 3-19).

NeutralMutationsOftenSpreadto BecomeFixedin a Population,
Size
with a Probability
that Dependson Population
In comparisons between two species that have diverged from one another by
millions of years, it makes little difference which individuals from each species
are compared. For example, typical human and chimpanzee DNA sequences
differ from one another by about 1%. In contrast, when the same region of the
genome is sampled from two different humans, the differences are typically less
than 0.1%. For more distantly related organisms, the inter-species differences
overshadow intra-species variation even more dramatically. However, each
"fixed difference" between the human and the chimpanzee (in other words, each
difference that is now characteristic of all or nearly all individuals of each
species) started out as a new mutation in a single individual. If the size of the
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interbreeding population in which the mutation occurred is 14 the initial allele
frequency of a new mutation would be I I (2Il) for a diploid organism. How does
such a rare mutation become fixed in the population, and hence become a characteristic of the speciesrather than of a particular individual genome?
The answer to this question depends on the functional consequencesof the
mutation. If the mutation has a significantly deleterious effect, it will simply be
eliminated by purifying selection and will not become fixed. (In the most
extreme case, the individual carrying the mutation will die without producing
progeny.) Conversely, the rare mutations that confer a major reproductive
advantage on individuals who inherit them can spread rapidly in the population. Because humans reproduce sexually and genetic recombination occurs
each time a gamete is formed (discussedin Chapter 5), the genome of each individual who has inherited the mutation will be a unique recombinational mosaic
of segments inherited from a large number of ancestors.The selected mutation
along with a modest amount of neighboring sequence-ultimately inherited
from the individual in which the mutation occurred-will simply be one piece of
this huge mosaic.
The great majority of mutations that are not harmful are not beneficial
either. These selectivelyneutral mutations can also spread and become fixed in
a population, and they make a large contribution to the evolutionary change in
genomes.Their spread is not as rapid as the spread of the rare strongly advantageous mutations. The process by which such neutral genetic variation is passed
down through an idealized interbreeding population can be described mathematically by equations that are surprisingly simple. The idealized model that has
proven most useful for analyzing human genetic variation assumes a constant
population size and random mating, as well as selectiveneutrality for the mutations. \.A/hileneither of the first two assumptions is a good description of human
population history they nonetheless provide a useful starting point for analyzing intra-speciesvariation.
\Arhena new neutral mutation occurs in a constant population of size N that
is undergoing random mating, the probability that it will ultimately become
fixed is approximately l/(21v). For those mutations that do become fixed, the
averagetime to fixation is approximately 41y'generations.A detailed analysis of
data on human genetic variation suggests an ancestral population size of
approximately 10,000 during the period when the current pattern of genetic
variation was largely established.with a population that has reached this size,
the probability that a new selectively neutral mutation would become fixed is
small (5 x I0-5), while the average time to fixation would be on the order of
800,000years (assuming a 2O-yeargeneration time). Thus, while we know that
the human population has gror,rmenormously since the development of agriculture approximately 15,000years ago, most of the present-day set of common
human genetic variants reflects the mixture of variants that was already present
long before this time, when the human population was still small enough to
allow their widespread dissemination.

A GreatDealCanBeLearnedfrom Analyses
of the Variation
A m o n gH u m an s
Even though most of the variation among modern humans originates from variation present in a comparatively tiny group of ancestors,the number of variations encountered is very large. one important source of variation, which was
missed for many years, is the presence of many duplications and deletions of
large blocks of DNA. According to one estimate, when any individual human is
compared with the standard reference genome in the database, one should
expect to find roughly I00 differences involving long sequence blocks. some of
these "copy number variations" will be very common (Figure 4-gg), while others will be present in only a minority of humans (Figure 4-90). From an initial
sampling, nearly half will contain knor,rmgenes. In retrospect this Rpe of variation is not surprising, given the extensivehistory of DNA addition and DNA loss
in vertebrate genomes (for example, see Figure 4-79).
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The intra-species variations that have been most extensively characterized
are single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). These are simply points in the
genome sequence where one large fraction of the human population has one
nucleotide, while another substantial fraction has another. TWo human
genomes sampled from the modern world population at random will differ at
approximately 2.5 x 106 such sites (l per 1300 nucleotide pairs). As will be
described in the overview of genetics in Chapter B, mapped sites in the human
genome that are polymorphic-meaning
that there is a reasonable probability
(generally more than I%) that the genomes of two individuals will differ at that
site-are extremely useful for genetic analyses,in which one attempts to associate specific traits (phenotypes) with specific DNA sequencesfor medical or scientific purposes (seep. 560).
Against the background of ordinary SNPs inherited from our prehistoric
ancestors,certain sequenceswith exceptionally high mutation rates stand out.
A dramatic example is provided by CA repeats, which are ubiquitous in the
human genome and in the genomes of other eucaryotes. Sequenceswith the
motif (CA), are replicated with relatively Iow fidelity because of a slippage that
occurs between the template and the newly synthesized strands during DNA
replication; hence, the precise value of n can vary over a considerable range
from one genome to the next. These repeats make ideal DNA-based genetic
markers, since most humans are heterozygous-carrying two values of n at any
particular CA repeat, having inherited one repeat length (n) from their mother
and a different repeat length from their father. rvVhilethe value of zl changes sufficiently rarely that most parent-child transmissions propagate CA repeatsfaithfully, the changes are sufficiently frequent to maintain high levels of heterozygosity in the human population. These and some other simple repeats that display exceptionally high variability therefore provide the basis for identifying
individuals by DNA analysis in crime investigations, paternity suits, and other
forensic applications (seeFigure 8-47).
lVhile most of the SNPs and copy number variations in the human genome
sequence are thought to have no effect on phenotype, a subset ofthem must be
10,000,000
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responsible for nearly all the heritable aspectsof human individuality. we know
that even a single nucleotide change that alters one amino acid in a protein can
cause a serious disease,as for example in sickle cell anemia, which is caused by
such a mutation in hemoglobin. <TTTT> We also know that gene dosage-a
doubling or halving of the copy number of some genes-can have a profound
effect on human development by altering the level of gene product. There is
therefore every reason to suppose that some of the many differences between
any two human beings will have substantial effects on human health, physiology, and behavior, whether they be SNPsor copy number variations. The major
challenge in human genetics is to learn to recognize those relatively few variations that are functionally important against a large background of neutral variation in the genomes of different humans.

Su m m a r y
Comparisonsof the nucleotidesequencesof present-daygenomeshaue reuolutionized
our understanding of gene and genome euolution. Becauseof the extremely high
random errors in maintaining
ftdelity of DNA replication and DNA repair processes,
the nucleotidesequences
in genomesoccurso rarelythat only about one nucleotidein
1000 is altered euerymillion years in any particular line of descent.Not surprisingly,
therefore,a comparisonof human and chimpanzeechromosomes-which are separatedby about 6 million yearsof euolution-reuealsueryfew changes.Notonly are our
genesessentiallythe same, but their order on each chromosome is almost identical.
Although a substantial number of segmentalduplications and segmentaldeletions
haue occurred in the past 6 million years,euen the positions of the transposableelements that make up a major portion of our noncoding DNA are mostly unchanged.
when one comparesthe genomesof two more distantly related organisms-such
as a human and a mouse,separatedby about B0 million years-one finds mqny more
changes.Now the effectsof natural selection can be clearly seen:through purifying
selection,essential nucleotide sequences-both in regulatory regions and in coding
sequences(exon sequences)-haue been highly conserued.In contrast, nonessential
sequences(for example, much of the DNA in introns) haue been altered to such an
extent thcttan accuratealignment according to ancestryisfrequently not Ttossible.
Becauseof purifuingselection,the comparisonof the genomesequences
of multiple
related speciesis an especiallypowerful way to ftnd DNA sequenceswith important
functions. Although about 5% of the human genomehas beenconseruedas a result of
purfuing selection,thefunction of the majority of this DNA (tensof thousandsof multispeciesconseruedsequences)remains mysterious.Future experimentscharacterizing
their functions should teach us a great deal about uertebratebiology.
other sequencecomparisonsshow that a great deal of the genetic complexity of
present-dayorganismsis due to the expansionof ancient genefamilies. DNAduplication followed by sequencediuergencehas clearly beena major sourceof geneticnouelty
during euolution. The genomesof any two humans wilt dffir from each other both
becauseof nucleotide substitutions (single nucleotide polymorphisms, or sNps)and
becauseof inherited DNA gains and DNA lossesthat cause copy number uariants.
Understandingthesedffirences will improue both medicineand.our understanding of
human biology.

PROBLEMS
Whichstatementsare true?Explainwhy or why not.
4-1
Human females have 23 different chromosomes,
whereashuman maleshave 24.
4-2
In a comparisonbetweenthe DNAs of relatedorganisms such as humans and mice, identifying the conserved
DNA sequences facilitates the search for functionally
important regions.

4-3
The four core histones are relatively small proteins
with a very high proportion of positively charged amino
acids;the positive chargehelps the histonesbind tightly to
DNA, regardlessof its nucleotidesequence.
4*4
Nucleosomesbind DNA so tightly that they cannot
move from the positionswhere they are first assembled.
4-5
Gene duplication and divergenceis thought to have
played a critical role in the evolution of increasedbiological
complexity.

END-OF-CHAPTER
PROBLEMS
FigureQ4-3 Pull-downassays

FigureQ4-l Threenucleotides
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Discussthe following problems.
4-6 DNA isolated from the bacterial
virus M13 contains25ToA,33ToT,22Vo
C,
and 20ToG. Do these results strike you as
peculiar?\Mhy or why not? How might you
explain thesevalues?
4-7 A segmentof DNA from the interior
of a single strand is sho'ornin Figure Q4-1.
\Mhat is the polarity of this DNA from top
to bottom?

1
Suv39h
-O

o

H P lc r

P:O

HP 1 p
HP 1 1

o
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Human DNA contains 20% C on a
4-8
molar basis.'Whatare the mole percentsof
A, G, andT?
4-9 Chromosome 3 in orangutansdiffers from chromosome 3 in humans by
two inversion events (Figure Q4-2). Draw
the intermediate chromosome that
resulted from the first inversion and
explicitly indicate the segmentsincluded
in each inversion.

o

J

FigureQ4-2 Chromosome
3 in
and humans(Problem
orangutans
4-9). Differentlycoloredblocks
indicatesegmentsof the
chromosomesthat were derivedby
previousfusions.
orangutan

human

4-10 Assuming that the 30-nm chromatin fiber contains
about 20 nucleosomes(200bp/nucleosome) per 50 nm of
length, calculatethe degreeof compaction of DNA associated with this level of chromatin structure. \A4ratfraction of
the 10,000-foldcondensation that occurs at mitosis does
this level of DNA packing represent?
4-11 In contrast to histone acetylation, which always correlateswith gene activation, histone methylation can lead to
either transcriptional activation or repression.How do you
suppose that the same modification-methylation-can
mediate different biologicaloutcomes?
4-12 \.A/hyis a chromosome with two centromeres (a
dicentric chromosome) unstable?Would a back-up centromere not be a good thing for a chromosome,giving it two
chancesto form a kinetochore and attach to microtubules
during mitosis?Wouldthat not help to ensurethat the chromosome did not get left behind at mitosis?
4-13 HP1 proteins, a family of proteins found in heterochromatin,areimplicatedin genesilencingand chromatin
structure.The three proteins in humans-HPlcr, HP1B,and
HPly-share a highly conservedchromodomain, which is
thought to direct chromatin localization. To determine
whether these proteins could bind to the histone H3 N-terminus, you have covalently attached to separatebeads various versions of the H3 N-terminal peptide-unmodified,

**

'il*

specificityof HP1proteins
(Problem4-13).Eachproteinat
the left was detectedby
immunoblottingusinga
specificantibody after
separationby 5D5-polyacrytFor
amidegel electrophoresis.
eachhistoneN-terminal
peptidethe total input protein
(l),the unboundprotein(U),
and the bound protein(B)are
indicated.(Adaptedfrom
M. Lachneret al.,Nature
410:116-120,2001.With
from Macmillan
oermission
Ltd.)
Publishers

Lys-9-dimethylated (Kg-Me), and Ser-10-phosphorylated
(S10-P)-along with an unmodified tail from histone H4'
This arrangement allows you to incubate the beadswith various proteins,wash away unbound proteins,and then elute
bound proteins for assaybyWesternblotting' The resultsof
'pull-dor.tm' assay for the HPI proteins are shor,rmin
your
Figure Q4-3, along with the results from severalcontrol proteins, including Pax5,a gene regulatory protein, polycomb
protein Pcl, which is known to bind to histones, and
Suv39h1,a histone methyltransferase.
Basedon these results,which of the proteins tested bind
to the unmodified tails of histones?Do any of the HPl proteins and control proteins selectivelybind to the modified
histone N-terminal peptides?\A/hat histone modification
would you predict would be found in heterochromatin?
4-14 Mobile piecesof DNA-transposable elements-that
insert themselvesinto chromosomes and accumulate during
evolution make up more than 40Toof the human genome.
Transposableelements of four types-long interspersedelements (LINEs), short interspersedelements (SINEs),LIR
and DNA transposons-are insertedmore
retrotransposons,
or less randomly throughout the human genome.These elements are conspicuously rare at the four homeobox gene
clusters, HoxA, HoxB, HoxC, and HoxD, as illustrated for
HoxD in Figure Q4-4, along with an equivalent region of
chromosome 22,which lacks a ,flor cluster' Each Ilor cluster
is about 100kb in length and contains9 to 1l genes,whose
differential expressionalong the anteroposterior axis of the
developing embryo establishesthe basic body plan for
humans (and for other animals). Vfhy do you suppose that
transposableelements are so rare in the Ho.t clusters?
chromosome22

raakb

HoxD cluster

elementsand genesin 1 Mb regionsof
FigureQ4-4 Transposable
chromosomes2 and 22 (Problem4-14). Linesthat projectupward
indicateexonsof known genes.Linesthat proiectdownward
they areso numerous(constituting
elements;
indicatetransposable
of the humangenome)that they mergeinto nearly
morethan 40olo
(Adaptedfrom E.Landeret al.,
a solidblockoutsidethe Hoxclusters.
Nature409'.860-921
,2001.With permissionfrom Macmillan
Ltd.)
Publishers
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